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Preface

Intended Audience
Read this guide if you are responsible for performing tasks such as:

■ installing Oracle8 for VM

■ configuring Oracle8 for VM

■ migrating or upgrading your Oracle7 server on VM to Oracle8

■ installing and configuring additional Oracle products for VM

This guide provides information only for Oracle products and their interactions 
with VM.  A thorough understanding of the fundamentals of VM is necessary 
before attempting to use this software.

Product Name
The complete name for this product is Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for VM.  To 
maintain readability and conciseness in this document, the Oracle8 Enterprise 
Edition for VM is frequently referred to as Oracle8 for VM.

In all cases, the referenced product remains Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for VM.
    Preface-ix



The Oracle Documentation Set
There are two parts to the documentation set: VM-specific documentation and 
product-specific documentation.  Your site automatically receives both for the 
Oracle products that you have purchased.  In general, use the product-specific 
documentation to learn how to use a product, and use the VM-specific 
documentation to learn about special requirements or restrictions for using that 
product under VM.

Product-Specific Documentation 

Product-specific documentation describes how to use Oracle products.  The 
information in these product-specific books is constant for all operating systems 
under which the products run.  Refer to the environment-specific documentation (in 
this case, VM-specific) for information that does not apply to every environment. 

VM-Specific Documentation 

The VM-specific documentation set is used to install, maintain, and use Oracle8 
for VM, and consists of: 

■ Oracle8 Enterprise Edition Installation Guide for VM 

■ Oracle8 Enterprise Edition System Administration Guide for VM 

In addition to the Oracle8 for VM books listed above, maintenance tape release 
bulletins are created for each maintenance tape.  The bulletins contain installation 
information for the tapes and updates to the Oracle8 for VM guides.  Your Oracle7 
for VM Messages Guide and Oracle7 for VM User’s Guide still contain valid 
information.  A readme file will include any new VM-specific error messages.  You 
can also refer to Oracle8 Error Messages.
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Conventions
Examples of input to the system and output from the system are shown in a special 
font:

RUNDBA WARM iname

All output is shown in this book as it actually appears on your console or monitor.  
For your system input, the following conventions apply: 
 

Commands, reserved words, and keywords appear in uppercase in both examples 
and text.  A fileid can appear with both uppercase and lowercase text.  When 
portions of a fileid appear in italics, the use of italic characters indicates that those 
portions can vary.  Reserved words and keywords must always be entered as is, 
because they have reserved meanings within Oracle.

Convention Meaning

UPPERCASE Uppercase, such as RUNDBA WARM, indicates that a 
word or phrase must be entered exactly as spelled.

italic font indicates that a word or phrase of your choice must be 
substituted for the term in italic font, such as the actual member 
name.  For example: member

<> Angle brackets indicate that the enclosed arguments are required and that at 
least one of the arguments must be entered.  Do not enter the 
brackets themselves.

[]  Square brackets indicate that the enclosed arguments are optional.  Do not enter 
the brackets themselves.

{}  Braces indicate that one of the enclosed arguments is required.  Do not 
enter the braces themselves.

|  Vertical lines are used to separate choices.

…  Ellipses indicate that the preceding item can be repeated.  You can enter 
an arbitrary number of similar items.

Other punctuation (for example, commas and quotes) must be entered as shown 
unless otherwise specified.
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Program Prompts
The SQL*Plus prompt, SQL>, appears in SQL statement and SQL*Plus command 
examples.  Enter your response at the prompt.  Do not enter the text of the prompt, 
SQL>, in your response.

The SVRMGR prompt, SVRMGR>, appears in SQL statements and SVRMGR 
command examples.  Enter your response at the prompt.  Do not enter the text of 
the prompt, SVRMGR>, in your response.

Storage Measurements
Storage measurements use the following abbreviations:

■ K, for kilobyte, which equals 1,024 bytes

■ M, for megabyte, which equals 1,048,576 bytes 

■ G, for gigabyte, which equals 1,073,741,824 bytes

Switches
Switches are listed with a brief description and any VM-specific information.  Refer 
to the product-specific documentation for syntax and a thorough description of its 
purpose before using a command line option switch.
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General Administrati
1

General Administrative Tasks

This chapter describes the operations information that the database administrator 
(DBA) uses to maintain the Oracle server on VM.  The following topics are 
included:

Performing Instance Administrative Tasks on page 1-2

Using the RUNDBA Command on page 1-2

Using Server Manager under VM on page 1-6

Warm Starting Oracle Automatically During VM IPL on page 1-7

The ORAINIT File on page 1-9

Defeating Idle Machine Detectors on page 1-10

Increasing the Size of the Database on page 1-10

Determining the MAXCONN Values on page 1-13

Controlling the Network Master Machine on page 1-14

Auditing on page 1-15

Monitoring Shared Segments and Shared System Users on page 1-15
ve Tasks 1-1



Performing Instance Administrative Tasks
Performing Instance Administrative Tasks
Perform instance administrative tasks by editing various files.  The files that you 
edit have various types of information that define parameters for the Oracle8 server.  
On VM, all of these files begin with the instance name and have a fixed value for the 
file type.  

The file types are: ORADBA, ORAINIT, and ORAMAST.  

Edit one or more files to perform a task.  This type of administration includes such 
tasks as:

■ making a resource, file, or pool, larger

■ changing a name

■ moving data

■ doing backup and recovery

■ providing additional execution resources

 Using the RUNDBA Command
The Server Manager utility is fully implemented under Oracle8 for VM, and is 
documented in Oracle8 Server Utilities.  Oracle8 for VM also provides the RUNDBA 
command, a VM-specific command that is used to perform DBA functions.  The 
RUNDBA command automates the use of the Server Manager commands that are 
used to start or stop an Oracle instance.  MDFORMAT, a second format of the 
RUNDBA command, formats and reserves the database, control, or redo log 
minidisks.
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Using the RUNDBA Command
RUNDBA Command, Format 1
This format of RUNDBA will automate Server Manager commands:

RUNDBA COLDSTART|WARMSTART|SHUTDOWN INSTANCE=iname other_keywords

or

RUNDBA COLD|WARM|SHUT IN=iname  other_keywords

where:

RUNDBA Keywords for Format 1
The other_keywords  variable of the RUNDBA command can be any of the 
following:

■ SQLFID=iname  filetype

SQLFID specifies the filename and filetype of the SQL file that is used by 
RUNDBA.  The default names are:

– iname .COLDSQL for RUNDBA COLDSTART

– iname .WARMSQL for RUNDBA WARMSTART

– iname .SHUTSQL for RUNDBA SHUTDOWN

COLDSTART starts the instance and initializes the associated database, 
control, and redo log file minidisks that describe the instance 
(see the ORADBA and ORAINIT files).

WARMSTART starts the instance and uses the database, control, and redo log 
files in their current state (without initialization).  When this 
command is issued, it assumes that a cold start was 
performed for this instance.  If already up, the instance is shut 
down and then started.  The background virtual machines are 
also started.

SHUTDOWN stops all the background virtual machines, preventing any 
more work against this instance.  This keyword can be 
abbreviated as SHUT.

iname is the name of the instance.

other_keywords are any of the keywords described under the section called 
"RUNDBA Keywords for Format 1".
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Using the RUNDBA Command
   

■ TEST=NO|YES

TEST indicates whether RUNDBA displays the Server Manager commands on 
the screen instead of passing them to Server Manager.  This keyword is used for 
testing purposes.  The default value is NO.

■ NOCONFIRM=NO|YES

NOCOMFIRM indicates whether you are asked to confirm that you want to cold 
start the database.  If NO is specified, you are asked to confirm that you want to 
cold start the database.  If YES is specified, you are not asked to confirm that 
you want to cold start.  The default is NO.

RUNDBA Command, Format 2
The second format of RUNDBA will format database minidisks:

RUNDBA MDFORMAT VCUU=vcuu  INSTANCE=iname  <UID= userid > <PWD=password >

or

RUNDBA MDF VCUU=vcuu  IN= iname  <UID= userid > <PWD=password >

where:

Note: The sample files GOLD.COLDSQL, GOLD.WARMSQL, and 
GOLD.SHUTSQL are on the DBA disk.

MDFORMAT formats and reserves the database, control, or redo log 
minidisk.

vcuu is the address of the minidisk to format and reserve.

iname is the instance name.

userid is the userid who owns the minidisk.  If the minidisk is owned 
by the userid running RUNDBA, you do not need to specify 
userid .

password is the multi-write password for minidisk owned by userid .
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Using the RUNDBA Command
RUNDBA Command Examples
An instance name of GOLD is assumed for the following examples:

1. Initialize a new instance:

RUNDBA COLD IN=GOLD

2. Shut down an instance:

RUNDBA SHUT IN=GOLD

3. Restart an instance:

RUNDBA WARM IN=GOLD

4. Format and reserve the 220 database minidisk:

RUNDBA MDF VCUU=220

5. Link and format a minidisk.  For example, if you are the DBA working on the 
ORACLE userid, and if you want to link and format the USER2 294 minidisk 
(which has a multi-write password of M294), then use:

RUNDBA MDF VCUU=294 UID=USER2 PWD=M294

6. Warm start an instance in DBA mode with the following steps:

6.1 Create a file named GOLD DBASQL that contains:

CONNECT INTERNAL
/
STARTUP PFILE=GOLD.ORAINIT RESTRICT OPEN DBORACLE
/

The example shows that the database name is assumed to be DBORACLE.  
Check your ORAINIT file for the database name of your instance.

6.2 Warm start the GOLD instance by entering:

RUNDBA WARMSTART IN=GOLD SQLFID=GOLD.DBASQL
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Using Server Manager under VM
Recycling an Oracle Instance
All dedicated servers disconnect and log off as soon as the Network Master 
machine shuts down.  The RUNDBA WARMSTART command causes the Network 
Master machine to shut down immediately before starting the instance.  The 
command also causes all dedicated servers to be disconnected immediately.  
   

For a more graceful shutdown, use the RUNDBA SHUTDOWN command or send 
the Network Master machine a NOLOG command.  The NOLOG command 
prevents further connections to Oracle while allowing those already logged on to 
run to completion.  After all users have logged off Oracle, or when the DBA can no 
longer wait for that event, the RUNDBA WARMSTART command can be issued.

Using Server Manager under VM
The RUNDBA command automates usage of the Server Manager utility when 
starting or stopping an instance.  Some functions, however, require usage of the 
Server Manager utility directly.  For example, you might want to start an instance 
without mounting the database, and then change the ARCHIVE LOG specification 
as described in Chapter 3, "Database Backup and Recovery".

To start an instance with Server Manager, first start the Network Master machine 
manually.  The Network Master machine manages dedicated servers and must be 
running before any startup operations are requested.  To start the Network Master 
machine, enter:

ORA8IBA UP nmst_userid iname

where nmst_userid  is the userid of the Network Master machine for the instance 
(iname ) that you want to start.

If you stop the instance from Server Manager, then also stop the Network Master 
machine by entering:

ORA8IBA DOWN nmst_userid iname

Note: At the time that the RUNDBA WARMSTART command is 
issued, any user who is connected to a dedicated server is 
disconnected.
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Warm Starting Oracle Automatically During VM IPL
Warm Starting Oracle Automatically During VM IPL
The following suggestions are for installations that want to start Oracle 
automatically when the VM system is IPLed.  The sample file GOLDSTRT EXEC is 
provided on the distribution tape.  Your EXEC file can have any name.  Using our 
example case, the name would be TST1STRT.

1. Define the AUTOLOG1 virtual machine in the CP User Directory if it is not 
already defined.  AUTOLOG1 is typically the userid that starts all disconnected 
processes on VM.

2. Include the following line in the PROFILE EXEC for AUTOLOG1:

CP AUTOLOG dba_userid  password  EXEC exec_name

where:

For our example case:

CP AUTOLOG TST1 MAGIC EXEC TST1STRT

3. Create the startup EXEC file on the DBA minidisk for the appropriately named 
instance.  The sample GOLDSTRT EXEC is shown below:

/* GOLDSTRT EXEC for the GOLD system */
’EXEC RUNDBA WARM IN=GOLD’
if ( rc > 0 ) then
    ’CP MSG OPERATOR STARTUP OF GOLD FAILED RC=’ rc
’CP LOGOFF’

The example shows the minimum amount of code for the startup EXEC file. 
   

dba_userid is the name of the DBA userid.

password is the VM password for the DBA userid.

exec_name is the name of the start-up exec.

Note: Oracle Corporation strongly recommends against running 
multiple instances from the same DBA userid.
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Warm Starting Oracle Automatically During VM IPL
If many Oracle instances are to be started from the same DBA userid, then adding 
lines to the GOLDSTRT EXEC is the only change required.  For example:

/* GOLDSTRT EXEC for the GOLD and PINK systems */
’EXEC RUNDBA WARM IN=GOLD’
if ( rc > 0 ) then
    ’CP MSG OPERATOR STARTUP OF GOLD FAILED RC=’ rc
’EXEC RUNDBA WARM IN=PINK’
if ( rc > 0 ) then
    ’CP MSG OPERATOR STARTUP OF PINK FAILED RC=’ rc
’CP LOGOFF’

Oracle automatically starts the background virtual machines using the AUTOLOG 
command.
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The ORAINIT File
The ORAINIT File
The ORAINIT file contains initialization parameters that define the resources that 
are shared by Oracle users.  The initialization parameters set up filename 
assignments and determine the number of entries to be stored in the System Global 
Area (SGA) for each Oracle resource (for example, the number of concurrent 
processes, the number of data buffers cached in main memory, and so on).  The 
initialization parameter values can be changed to improve performance or to 
override default parameter values.  The ORAINIT file is read each time that the 
instance is started or stopped.

Because the SGA resides in main memory at all times, Oracle has fast access to any 
information that the SGA contains.  Some parameters affect the size of the SGA and 
are called variable parameters.  The other parameters are fixed in size.  Changing 
them does not affect the SGA size.  You can manipulate variable parameters to affect 
system performance.  If information that is used frequently by Oracle is in main 
memory instead of on disk, then performance is greatly enhanced.

The number that is specified by a parameter represents the maximum number of 
entries that an Oracle resource can have in the SGA at any one time.  When this 
maximum is reached, the least recently used entry is replaced by the new entry.

Contents of the ORAINIT File
Although none of the initialization parameters are VM-specific, some parameters do 
have VM-specific attributes.  A more detailed description of the initialization 
parameters can be found in the Oracle8 Administrator's Guide, which refers to the 
ORAINIT file as the INIT.ORA file.  The name of this file has been changed in the 
VM environment to permit the use of multiple ORAINIT files from the same DBA 
userid.

Refer to Appendix B, "VM Parameters", for a list of the initialization parameter 
default values and the range of valid values under VM.

Modifying the ORAINIT File
Modify the ORAINIT file by editing the file directly.

After modifying ORAINIT file parameters, stop Oracle by using the RUNDBA 
SHUTDOWN command and restart it by using the RUNDBA WARMSTART 
command.  Refer to Appendix B for a list of the initialization parameter default 
values and the range of valid values under VM (if applicable).
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Defeating Idle Machine Detectors
Defeating Idle Machine Detectors
Although no standard feature of VM detects idle virtual machines, many 
installations use programs such as the IBM Real Time Monitor (RTM/ESA) to detect 
and force off a virtual machine that appears to be idle.  While Oracle is running, it is 
possible that a user or server virtual machine might wait a long time for a response 
from its partner virtual machine.  In these situations, a program like RTM/ESA 
might erroneously force off the waiting machine.

A timer is set whenever a virtual machine enters a wait state while waiting for a 
response from its partner virtual machine.  If the timer expires before the wait 
condition is satisfied, the timer is reissued.  This activity is sufficient to convince a 
wait-time monitor that the program is still active.

Timed waits result in unnecessary overhead when they are not needed.  Therefore, 
the default timeout value is set to -1 to tell Oracle not to set the timer at all.  To 
defeat a wait-time monitor, the default wait timeout value must be changed.  Any 
value other than 1 is interpreted as the time, in hundredths of a second, that the 
driver waits before starting and reissuing the identical timed wait.  The timed wait 
keeps a task from appearing idle while it is waiting for its partner virtual machine 
to respond to a normal send or receive.

To change the wait timeout value, issue the following command:

ORA8IWT time_in_seconds

where time_in_seconds  is the maximum time (in seconds) that a machine 
should wait without awakening.  

Running this command will produce the file ORA8IWT MODULE.  Ensure that the 
file resides on the User disk so that both clients and servers will be able to use it.

Increasing the Size of the Database
The ORAINIT file specifies the location of the control files.  The control files tell 
Oracle where to find the database files and the redo log files.

As the database grows, it might be necessary to increase the database space to 
accommodate new data.  New file minidisks can be added to expand the database 
size at any time.

Adding a Minidisk File
To add a minidisk file to the database, perform the following steps:
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Increasing the Size of the Database
1. Allocate new database space (one or more minidisks).  If you are using Count 
Key Data (CKD) minidisk devices, keep in mind that an Oracle block consists of 
one 4096 byte block.

New database space is usually allocated by updating the directory for the DBA 
userid with the assistance of a VM systems programmer.  Pick an unused 
virtual address for the new minidisk.

2. Logon to the DBA userid.

3. Format and reserve the minidisk with the RUNDBA command:

RUNDBA MDF VCUU=vcuu

where vcuu  specifies the virtual address of the new minidisk.  (For more 
information, refer to "Using the RUNDBA Command" on page 1-2.)

4. Connect to your Oracle instance as SYS using Server Manager:

SVRMGR
SVRMGR> CONNECT INTERNAL

Enter a CREATE TABLESPACE or ALTER TABLESPACE command.
   

The filename specification for Oracle8 for VM must be enclosed in quotes:

’ userid.cuu.vcuu.rpass.mpass ’

where:

Note: Do not use the SIZE parameter with the CREATE 
TABLESPACE command because minidisks are preallocated.  The 
SIZE parameter is not valid under VM.

userid specifies the userid that owns the minidisk (typically the 
DBA userid).

cuu specifies the minidisk address of the file to be used, as 
defined in the directory entry of userid .

vcuu specifies the virtual address to be assigned to the minidisk 
in the link command.

rpass specifies the CMS read password of this minidisk.

mpass specifies the CMS multi-write password for this minidisk.
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Increasing the Size of the Database
For example, if you use the userid ORACLE, assign the minidisk address as 250, 
assign a virtual address of 250 in the link component, and use minidisk 
passwords READ and MULT, then the syntax for the filename specification is:

’ORACLE.250.250.READ.MULT’

If you use the userid ORA4 instead, assign the minidisk address as 111, assign a 
virtual address of 250 in the link component, and use the same minidisk 
passwords, then the syntax for the filename specification is:

’ORA4.111.250.READ.MULT’

Altering Database Filenames
To alter database, control, or log file minidisk addresses or passwords, follow the 
guidelines in the Oracle8 Administrator's Guide, using the file specification described 
in the following section.

Increasing the Size of a Tablespace
To increase the size of a tablespace, follow the guidelines in the Oracle8 
Administrator's Guide using the file specification described in the following section.

Dropping a Tablespace
If a tablespace is created and then dropped, it is flagged as status "invalid" in the 
appropriate view.  The only way to remove this entry from the view is with a cold 
start.  However, the minidisk associated with this "invalid" tablespace can be reused 
as needed.  If a file is in the SYSTEM tablespace, then file minidisks cannot be 
deleted without re initializing the database.
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Determining the MAXCONN Values
Consider the following three MAXCONN values:

1. The MAXCONN parameter in the ORADBA file is used as the default value for 
the MAXCONN for NMST if no setting is included in the ORAMAST file.

2. MAXCONN for NMST specifies the maximum number of concurrent 
connections that the NMST can process.   It is specified with the following 
ORAMAST command:

SET MAXCONN max_conn

The value for max_conn  should be the sum of the two values max_servers  
and max_hold , where:

If MAXCONN for NMST is not specified, then a default value of 500 is used.

After the MAXCONN in NMST count has been reached, clients attempting to 
connect to this instance will be rejected.  IUCV protocol clients will receive 
ORA-6xxx.  TCP/IP clients will receive ORA-12xxx, "lost contact".

3. The MAXCONN value of the CP User Directory is the third value to consider.  
For all userids but two, the default value (64) for MAXCONN is more than 
sufficient.  The two userids that need a larger MAXCONN value are the NMST 
machine and the PMON machine.

For the NMST machine, specify a MAXCONN of at least 2 times the number 
used for the MAXCONN setting in ORAMAST.

For the PMON machine, specify a MAXCONN of at least 2 times the number of 
background processes, everything included.  This should be [the number of 
userids that are defined for your instance] times [2].

max_conn is the maximum number of concurrent connections.

max_servers is the maximum number of dedicated servers that you plan 
to use with this instance.  It is not just the number that is 
defined in the ORAMAST file, but should include an 
estimate of the number that may be started with 
ORAMAST commands issued from authorized DBAs.  Do 
not include the count of parallel query servers.

max_hold is the maximum number of users that can be delayed (put 
on hold) when they attempt to connect to this instance and 
when no servers are available.
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Controlling the Network Master Machine

Controlling the Network Master Machine with ORAMAST 
Commands

ORAMAST commands can be sent to the Oracle Network Master machine (NMST) 
to query its status and to control the operation of NMST and the dedicated server 
machines.  ORAMAST commands are issued in two ways:

■ by placing commands in the ORAMAST file on the Network Master machine

The Network Master machine reads the ORAMAST file on the DBA userid’s 
DBA minidisk when the Network Master machine is started.  Each line of the 
ORAMAST file is interpreted as an ORAMAST command.  Lines that begin 
with an asterisk are treated as comments and are ignored.  The ORAMAST file 
must exist.  Refer to the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition Installation Guide for VM for 
more information about creating the ORAMAST file.

■ by using the CP SMSG command to transmit ORAMAST commands directly to 
the Network Master machine

For example, if the TCP/IP router called TCPIP must be restarted, then the 
Network Master machine (NMST) must be notified so that it can communicate 
with the newly started router.  Assuming that the NMST is called TST1NMST 
and that the socket number is 1625, the following SMSG commands can be used 
to avoid shutting down and restarting the Oracle instance:

SM TST1NMST STOP TCPIBM TCPIP 1625
SM TST1NMST START TCPIBM TCPIP 1625

ORAMAST commands can generate replies.  The reply information is sent to the 
virtual machine that issued the command using the CP MSG command or the CP 
MSGNOH command, as selected by the ORAMAST SET command.  Replies to 
commands that are issued from the ORAMAST file are sent to the Network Master 
machine console.

Refer to Appendix A for a description of the ORAMAST command.

ORAMAST Command Authorization
Certain ORAMAST commands require special authorization.  Authorization is 
determined by the userid of the virtual machine that is sending the command.  
Authorization for the ORAMAST commands is granted with the ORAMAST 
AUTHORIZE command and revoked with the ORAMAST DENY command.
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ORAMAST Command Syntax
ORAMAST commands use the following conventions:

■ They are contained on a single line.

■ They can be entered in upper, lower, or mixed case.

■ They can have any number of leading and trailing blanks.

■ They can have multiple blanks between command parameters wherever a 
single blank is shown.

■ Excess parameters to the right of required parameters are ignored

■ Capitalized parameters are keywords and must be coded as shown or with a 
valid command abbreviation

Abbreviations are generally allowed as long as the abbreviation is long enough 
to uniquely define the keyword.  Certain commands cannot be abbreviated.

Auditing
The product-specific Oracle server documentation describes two possible kinds of 
audit trails: database audit trails and operating system audit trails.  Oracle8 for VM 
supports only database audit trails.  It does not support operating system audit 
trails.  When database auditing is enabled using the ORAINIT AUDIT_TRAIL 
parameter, all audit records are directed to the database audit trail.

Refer to the chapter on auditing in the Oracle8 Administrator's Guide for information 
on the database audit trail, including a list of audit trail views, SQL scripts for 
recreating and deleting audit trail views, and so on.

Monitoring Shared Segments and Shared System Users
A user with Class E privileges can monitor which userids are using the named 
shared systems (NSS) by entering the following CP command:

QUERY NSS USERS segname

where segname  is the name of the segment that you want to monitor.
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How Oracle Uses CMS Files

This chapter describes how Oracle uses CMS files.  The following topics are 
included:

The CMS Minidisks for Oracle Data on page 2-2

CMS File System on page 2-4
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The CMS Minidisks for Oracle Data
In the descriptions of file minidisks, keep in mind that Oracle refers to each 
minidisk as a file.  An Oracle file and a CMS minidisk are related by a one-to-one 
correspondence.

Oracle uses low-level CMS routines to perform I/O on the file minidisks.  Oracle 
issues internal ACCESS commands to establish the proper CMS control block 
structures.  To the CMS file system, they appear to be normal minidisks.

Using CMS Minidisks for Database Storage
The actual database storage for each instance consists of one or more minidisks 
formatted for the CMS file system in 4K blocks.  These minidisks are referred to as 
instance minidisks.  The installation process assumes that two database file, redo 
log file, and control file minidisks are created for an initial installation of Oracle.

Oracle does not write to the first few blocks of each minidisk, but instead leaves 
them in a format acceptable to the CMS file system.  The number of unwritten 
blocks is determined internally when the files are formatted.  The CMS FORMAT 
and RESERVE commands are used by RUNDBA MDFORMAT to format and 
allocate all of the minidisk space for Oracle usage.  Oracle determines the size of the 
minidisk dynamically when the minidisk is added to the database using the 
CREATE DATABASE statement.

Using Database File Minidisks for Database Storage
The default installation is made with the assumption that database file minidisks 
are created at virtual addresses 220 and 221.  Additional database file minidisks can 
be formatted and allocated to the database if additional database space is required.  
For information on adding minidisk files to the database, refer to "Increasing the 
Size of the Database" on page 1-10.  Under VM, the maximum number of files that 
can make up a database is 255, and a minidisk contains only one file.  All 
background machines link to the database file minidisks with read-only privilege 
by using the same virtual address.

Warning: CMS utilities such as TAPE DUMP cannot be used on 
Oracle minidisks for backup, and any output to them from CMS 
utilities destroys the database.
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Database blocks are written only through DBWn machines.  Data is passed through 
buffers in the SGA.  A DBWn process uses IUCV to notify background machines 
upon completion of the operation.  Oracle clients do not link to the Oracle minidisks 
nor request I/O.  Dedicated server virtual machines perform this function for the 
client.

Redo Log File Minidisks

Using the Redo Log File Minidisks for Transaction Backout and 
Recovery

For transaction back out and recovery purposes, log (journal) data is recorded on 
the redo log file minidisks.  The default installation procedure establishes these 
minidisks as the DBA userid 230 and 231 minidisks.  Additional redo log file 
minidisks can be formatted and allocated to the instance if additional journal space 
is required (refer to "Chapter 3, "Database Backup and Recovery" for more 
information about adding redo log file minidisks).

Redo log blocks are written only through the LGWR machine.  Data is passed 
through buffers in the SGA.  The LGWR process uses IUCV to notify background 
machines upon completion of logging operations.

Control File Minidisks

Using Control File Minidisks to Manage Database and Redo Log 
File Locations

The control file minidisks are installed as the 240 and 241 minidisks for the DBA 
userid.  The control file minidisks contain information internal to Oracle that tells it 
how to find the database and redo log files.  The names and locations of the control 
file minidisks are defined in the ORAINIT file.  The database and redo log file 
specifications are determined by the CREATE DATABASE command.

The CONTROL_FILES initialization parameter, specified in the ORAINIT file, 
requires the following filename specification syntax:

userid.cuu.vcuu.rpass.mpass

This is the standard VM database file specification as explained in "Adding a 
Minidisk File" on page 1-10 in Chapter 1, "General Administrative Tasks".
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Using the CMS File System for Disk Access and DMSDIO for I/O

The Oracle server uses CMS for Input/Output (I/O) but does not use the CMS file 
system.  Oracle does not use the CMS file system for its I/O, because the CMS 
system does not allow two or more users to share a minidisk in read/write mode. 

Instead of using the CMS file system, Oracle directly calls the DMSDIO routine that 
is used by CMS to perform DASD I/O.  DMSDIO performs on a physical level.  By 
using the shared SGA segment, Oracle guarantees that a block requiring an update 
is known by more than one machine.  To call DMSDIO, a CMS control block named 
an ADT (Active Disk Table) must be established for the device type, block size, and 
number of blocks.  The ADT is established by an ACCESS command that is issued 
by Oracle when a file needs to be opened.

The ACCESS mode is read-only, which forces CMS to consider the minidisk as 
read-only.  The LINK, however, can be for read/write, and Oracle is able to write to 
the minidisk through branch entry to DMSDIO. 
   

Note: If the DBA userid is linked read/write to the database file 
and to the redo log file minidisks, then this access technique 
protects the minidisk from inadvertent destruction by CMS 
commands or I/O routines.
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Database Backup and Recovery

This chapter describes procedures for backing up the database and for recovering 
data.  You must complete database backups periodically in order to recover data if a 
media, software, or system failure should occur.

This chapter supplements the documentation for backup and recovery that is 
provided in the Oracle8 Administrator's Guide.  Read the information in that guide 
before reading this chapter.

The following topics are included in this chapter:

Introduction to Oracle Backup and Recovery on page 3-2

When to Recover the Database on page 3-2

Recovering from Instance Failure on page 3-4

Recovering from Media Failure on page 3-4
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Introduction to Oracle Backup and Recovery
Recovering an Oracle database is the process of restoring normal Oracle operations 
when they are interrupted by operating system error, hardware failure, or process 
termination.  The purpose of recovery procedures is to ensure that no transactions 
are lost and that no data is written incorrectly.  Consequently, the Database 
Administrator or Operations personnel must back up the database regularly.

Individual tables or groups of tables can be backed up and restored using the 
EXPORT and IMPORT utilities.  A full database export and/or import can take 
more time than a full database DDR dump and/or restore.  Refer to Oracle8 Utilities 
for information about the Oracle EXPORT and IMPORT utilities.

When to Recover the Database

Types of Failure
The two types of failure are:

■ instance failure

■ media failure

When instance or media failure occurs, the DBA needs to perform instance or media 
recovery.

Instance recovery is done automatically whenever an instance is started.  It can be 
performed after instance failure by shutting down and restarting the instance.  
Media recovery is similar to instance recovery, but requires the use of physical 
database backups and archived redo logs.

Instance and media recovery consist of two tasks:

■ rolling transactions forward, to redo work that was performed just prior to the 
failure

■ rolling transactions backward, to undo work that was performed but not 
committed prior to the failure
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Methods of Recovery
Several methods of recovery can complete these two tasks either automatically or 
with the manual assistance of the DBA.  This chapter explains how to prepare for 
and how to complete these recovery procedures if instance or media failure should 
occur under VM, including the procedures for data backup and archival.  Refer to 
the Oracle8 Administrator's Guide for a full description of these tasks.

The first step in recovery is to determine the type of failure that has occurred.  Four 
types of failure are possible, but only two, instance failure and media failure, always 
require action by the DBA.  The other two types of failure, statement failure and 
process failure, result in automatic recovery without DBA activity.  For more 
information about statement and process failure, refer to the Oracle8 Administrator's 
Guide.

Instance Failure
An instance fails when work within the instance has stopped, when read and write 
transactions are no longer being processed.  Instance failure can be caused by loss of 
power, machine malfunction, operating system crash, or other hardware or software 
problems.  Diagnose instance failure by checking if one or more of the detached 
processes have terminated or if work in the instance seems to be suspended.

Media Failure
Media has failed when a non-recoverable error occurs during a read or write 
transaction involving one or more of the database files.  For example, media failure 
occurs when a disk head crash causes the loss of any one of the redo log minidisks, 
control minidisk, or database minidisks that is associated with a particular 
database.
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Recovering from Instance Failure
To recover from instance failure, restart the failed instance to restore the instance to 
the working state that existed immediately before failure.  Whenever an instance is 
started:

■ committed and uncommitted transactions that were recorded in the redo logs 
are rolled forward

■ uncommitted transactions are rolled back

■ locks on Oracle resources are released

To restart a failed instance, shutdown and restart the instance with the RUNDBA 
WARMSTART command.

When the instance is restarted, check the spooled console logs that were generated 
by the background machines.  Sometimes, the failure of one or more of the 
background machines causes instance failure.  If possible, diagnose and correct the 
problem that caused process failure in order to avoid recurrence of the problem.

Recovering from Media Failure
Media recovery achieves the same results as instance recovery.  However, because 
media failure usually involves loss of data in the database files, media recovery 
usually requires the use of database backups and archived redo logs.  Consequently, 
you cannot complete a full media recovery automatically, because these backups 
and archived logs are kept off line. 
   

How much of the database you can recover in the event of media failure depends 
upon:

■ whether you archive the redo log file

■ how often you backup or export the database

Even database backups that are performed on the most frequent basis preserve only 
partial physical and logical copies of the database.  To restore transactions made 
after the last time you backed up the database, you need the information in the redo 
logs.

Note: Full media recovery requires extensive preparation before a 
media failure actually occurs.
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The following four steps ensure complete media failure recovery:

1. preparing for media failure recovery

2. performing periodic backups of the database

3. archiving online redo log data to external media

4. restoring the archived redo logs to the database

If you do not archive redo log files, then you lose any database updates after the last 
physical backup on a closed database.  
   

Note: The remainder of this chapter describes full media recovery 
through the use of archived redo log files.  If you choose not to 
archive redo log files, you can skip the remainder of this chapter. 
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STEP 1: Preparing for Media Failure Recovery
To prepare for media recovery, the DBA must perform a number of tasks to start 
and to control the archiving process.  These tasks are:

■ Set the redo log mode to ARCHIVELOG with Server Manager.

■ Decide on the number, size, and location of the redo log minidisks and whether 
to use mirrored logging.

■ Allocate and format additional minidisks.

■ Change the ORAINIT file initialization parameters LOG_ARCHIVE_START, 
LOG_ARCHIVE_FORMAT, and LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST.

Set the Redo Log Mode to ARCHIVELOG

All changes to the database are saved in the redo log files so that they can be 
reconstructed in the event of media failure.  Unlike NOARCHIVELOG mode (in 
which redo log minidisks are reused), in ARCHIVELOG mode, the redo log 
minidisks cannot be reused until the contents have been archived off line to disk or 
to tape.  Only redo log minidisks that are used in ARCHIVELOG mode and are 
archived off line can guarantee full media recovery from every media failure.

The ARCHIVELOG mode can be specified in the following two ways:

■ with the CREATE DATABASE statement

You can specify one of two redo log options: ARCHIVELOG or NOARCHIVELOG.  
The default is NOARCHIVELOG.  (If the redo log mode is NOARCHIVELOG, the 
redo log minidisks are reused whether their contents have been saved off line or 
not.)  To prepare for media recovery, choose ARCHIVELOG.

■ with the ALTER DATABASE statement

You can change the redo log mode when the database is mounted (but not open) 
with the ALTER DATABASE statement.

Refer to the Oracle8 Administrator's Guide for more information about the CREATE 
DATABASE and ALTER DATABASE statements.
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Decide on Number, Size, and Location of Redo Log Minidisks

Recommendations for the number, size, and location of the redo log minidisks for 
Oracle8 under VM are listed below:

■ number of redo log minidisks

Two or more redo log minidisks are required.  For large databases, at least three 
are recommended.

■ size of the redo log minidisks

The initial default size of the redo log minidisks is established as a starting 
point to allow COLDSTART of a new system.  Enlarge the default size for a 
production Oracle server.  Refer to the Oracle8 Administrator's Guide for 
guidelines on determining the size of the redo log minidisks.

■ location of redo log minidisks

Because the redo log minidisks are used during media failure recovery, place 
them on a DASD volume that does not contain any other minidisk that is used 
in the active database.  For performance reasons, you should place the redo log 
minidisks on a volume which does not contain VM spool or paging space.  
However, because only one redo log minidisk is being written at any point in 
time, you can place all redo log minidisks on the same volume.

■ single or mirrored logging

Single logging refers to writing redo log file information to a CMS minidisk.  
Mirrored logging refers to writing the identical contents of the redo log file to 
multiple separate CMS minidisks.  Mirrored logging has the advantage of 
providing multiple distinct copies of the same information for recovery 
purposes.  If there is a failure writing redo log information to one of the 
minidisks, the information can be written to one or more other minidisks, 
thereby minimizing the exposure to media failure.  For more information about 
specifying single or mirrored logging, refer to "Allocate and Format Additional 
Minidisks" on page 3-7.  For more information about mirrored online redo logs, 
refer to the Oracle8 Administrator's Guide.

Allocate and Format Additional Minidisks

When Oracle was installed, two redo log minidisks were created at the virtual 
addresses 230 and 231.  If additional redo logs are not required, or if you are not 
planning to use mirrored logging, you can skip this step.
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If additional redo log minidisks are required, have your systems programmer add 
these to the CP directory definition of the DBA virtual machine.  Oracle Corporation 
recommends using sequential addresses such as 232, 233, ….

Then use the RUNDBA command with the MDFORMAT option to format the 
minidisks:

RUNDBA MDFORMAT VCUU=xxx

where xxx  is the virtual address of the new minidisk.  This command formats and 
reserves the disk for Oracle.

Once the minidisk is formatted, perform the following steps to allocate the new 
minidisks:

1. Close the database:

ALTER DATABASE database  CLOSE

2. Add the new redo log(s):

ALTER DATABASE database
ADD LOGFILE mdspec

where mdspec  is specified as defined in Chapter 1, "General Administrative 
Tasks".  For example, to add a new single logging log file:

ADD LOGFILE ’ORACLE.232.232.R232.M232’

To add a new mirrored log file:

ADD LOGFILE 
(’ORACLE.232.232.R232.M232,ORACLE.332.332.R332.M332’)

3. Recycle the instance with the RUNDBA WARMSTART command.

To change existing redo log files from single logging to mirrored logging, you 
must drop the current redo log files and issue the ADD LOGFILE command as 
described in Step 2.
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Change ORAINIT File Parameters

You must change three initialization parameters in the ORAINIT file to specify the 
type of archiving and the destination of the archived files when the database is 
started:

■ LOG_ARCHIVE_START

■ LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST

■ LOG_ARCHIVE_FORMAT

For example:

LOG_ARCHIVE_START = TRUE
LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST = D:ARCH:
LOG_ARCHIVE_FORMAT = L%S.ORA

To change the initialization parameters:

■ Set the value of LOG_ARCHIVE_START to TRUE to enable automatic 
archiving.  If the value of this parameter is set to FALSE, the default value, 
archiving must be performed manually.  Manual archiving requires the DBA to 
monitor online redo log files and request archival to off-line files.  If the online 
files fill, the instance stops and waits until a redo log file is archived

■ Specify the destination of the archived files with LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST.  The 
method used under VM to specify the Archive Log file destination is discussed 
below.

■ Specify the default filename of the archived files with 
LOG_ARCHIVE_FORMAT.

You can also use the Server Manager command ARCHIVE LOG to dynamically 
perform the same functions.  For a complete description of Server Manager 
commands, refer to Oracle8 Utilities.
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Specify the Archive Log file destination with the following syntax:

LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST = destination

or

SVRMGR> ARCHIVE LOG [NEXT|n|ALL][ destination ]

where:

n is the log sequence number to be archived (use the ARCHIVE LOG LIST 
command to determine available log numbers), and destination  has one of the 
following formats for archiving: 

filepool:sfsdir
D:cccccc :
E: cccccc :
T: cccccc :

where cccccc  is any string of characters that does not include a colon.  The value 
of cccccc  is of significance to AVE (Archive Via EXEC).  AVE is highly tailorable to 
meet the needs of your site.  The general characteristics of AVE are presented in 
Appendix D, "Archive-to-Disk".
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STEP 2: Backing Up the Database
A database backup is a block-by-block copy of the database minidisks.  If you are 
the DBA, make backups of the database regularly using one or both of the following 
two methods:

■ back up the minidisks that make up a specific tablespace while the database is 
open

■ back up the entire database while it is shutdown

Both types of backup can be used to restore either all or part of the database to the 
same condition that existed at the time of backup.  To restore any transactions 
committed after the backup, the DBA must use the redo logs where those 
transactions were recorded.

To support media recovery, you must backup Oracle database minidisks with a 
physical image type of utility.  In the case of VM, this means using a utility such as 
DDR, VMBACKUP, or SYBACK.  Programs that back up CMS files such as TAPE 
DUMP cannot be used for backup and recovery, and any output to the database 
minidisks with CMS utilities destroys your database.
   

The Oracle8 Administrator's Guide describes the steps for backing up both open and 
closed databases.  Procedures for backing up both open and closed databases under 
VM are described in the following sections.

Note: When using DDR with DUMP ALL, an I/O error might 
occur when a normal termination of the command takes place.  
This error is returned when DDR reads off the end of the minidisk 
and can be ignored.
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Backing Up a Closed Database

To back up a closed database, perform the following steps:

1. Shutdown the current instance using the RUNDBA SHUTDOWN command.

2. Run the DDR utility to copy all database, redo log, and control minidisks.  For 
example, with the initial database created during installation, the DDR session 
would look like:

DDR
ENTER:
input 220 3390
ENTER:
output 181 3480
ENTER:
dump all
DMKDDR711R VOLID READ IS <INPUT VOLID>
DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE? RESPOND YES, NO OR REREAD:
yes
DMKDDR711R VOLID READ IS <OUTPUT VOLID>
DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE? RESPOND YES, NO OR REREAD
yes

Repeat the above procedure for the 221, 230, 231, 240, and 241 minidisks, and 
any additional minidisks you might have defined.  You must back up database, 
control and redo log file minidisks together and only while the database is 
shutdown.

3. Restart the instance using the RUNDBA WARMSTART command.

Backing Up an Open Database

Backing up an open database allows users to have normal access to all online 
tablespaces during backup.  To back up an open database, perform these steps for 
each tablespace to be backed up:

1. Run Server Manager, and use the command:

SVRMGR> ALTER TABLESPACE tablespace  BEGIN BACKUP

Specify the name of the tablespace  that you want to back up.  If you  have 
not created additional tablespaces after installing the Oracle server, you can 
only back up the initial tablespace SYSTEM.
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2. Run the DDR utility to copy all the database minidisks that make up the 
tablespace:

DDR
ENTER:
input 220 3390
ENTER:
output 181 3480
ENTER:
dump all
DMKDDR711R VOLID READ IS <INPUT VOLID>
DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE? RESPOND YES, NO OR REREAD:
yes
DMKDDR711R VOLID READ IS <OUTPUT VOLID>
DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE? RESPOND YES, NO OR REREAD:
yes

Repeat the above procedure for all minidisks that make up the tablespace.

3. Run Server Manager and use the command:

SVRMGR> ALTER TABLESPACE tablespace END BACKUP

If the error message, "File locked by another user" appears during the backup 
procedure, then you can ignore this message and continue the backup.

4. To back up a control file on an opened database, use the following Server 
Manager command:

ALTER DATABASE BACKUP CONTROLFILE TO backup_filename

Examples:

ALTER DATABASE BACKUP CONTROLFILE TO ’TST1.242.242.RMAGIC.MMAGIC’
ALTER DATABASE BACKUP CONTROLFILE TO ’FN.FT.SFSPOOL:USER.DIR’
ALTER DATABASE BACKUP CONTROLFILE TO ’E:STUFF:NAME’
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STEP 3: Archiving Online Redo Log Data
When a database is in ARCHIVELOG mode, you must archive its redo logs to an 
off-line file when the redo logs fill.  A redo log cannot be reused until you have 
archived it. 

Files used for Archiving.

The Oracle8 server uses two classes of files for archiving: CMS files and 
AVE-implemented files.  

CMS files.  

Oracle8 supports files written to both mini-disks and SFS files.  Mini-disk files and 
SFS files are both easily used with most Oracle8 client programs.  The Oracle8 
server processes have problems accessing these kinds of files.  Read access is 
usually easy to attain, write access is the problem.  In order for an Oracle8 server 
process to write a CMS file, it must gain exclusive access.  For a mini-disk file, it 
must get exclusive access to the entire mini-disk.  The SFS server can grant exclusive 
access to Oracle8 one file at a time.  SFS files are therefore much more practical 
when the task at hand is to have the server write a CMS file.  

When the Oracle8 server must write an archive log file, it can write both kinds of 
CMS files.  To write SFS files, the servers need only have write authority granted to 
them.  To write mini-disk files, preparation must have been done in advance to 
make the entire mini-disk available to the server that is writing the archive.

In general, the syntax for specifying CMS files is similar.  The format is ’fn.ft.loc’.  
This is very similar to the C imposed extensions to the CMS file specification 
’fn ft fm’.    In the specification, if the loc item is specified as a single character, then 
it refers to a CMS mini-disk file.  If the loc item is an SFS directory or 
filepool:directory, then this is a reference to an SFS file.

For archive log files, the name is constructed from two pieces of information: the 
archive destination and the archive format.  The archive format is used to specify 
the fn.ft part of the CMS file name.  The archive destination is used to specify the loc 
item in the CMS file name.  Example:

LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST = POOL23:GROUP4.ARCH.
LOG_ARCHIVE_FORMAT = L%S.ORA

For this specification, the resulting CMS file name would be: 

L0000123.ORA.POOL23:GROUP4.ARCH.
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AVE-Implemented Files.

AVE (Archive Via Exec) is documented in Appendix D, "Archive-to-Disk". 

To specify an AVE file for archiving, the archive destination must begin with the 
characters ’D:’, ’E:’, or ’T:’, where D is for Disk, E is for EXEC, and T is for Tape.
   

The last character of the archive destination must be the character ’:’ (colon).  The 
string of characters between the two colons may be anything of significance to AVE.  
In general, it defines information about the location of the AVE file.  For example, 
’T:TAP1-065432:’ may identify a specific tape volume.  

For AVE files:

LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST = T:TAP1-065432:
LOG_ARCHIVE_FORMAT = L%S.ORA

For this specification, the resulting AVE file would be: 

T:TAP1-065432:L0000123.ORA

Automatic Archiving

To archive redo logs automatically, perform these steps:

1. Shut down the current instance using RUNDBA.

2. Set the value of the LOG_ARCHIVE_START parameter to TRUE in the 
ORAINIT file used to access the redo log files.

3. Specify the destination of the archived files as the value of the ORAINIT 
parameter, LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST.  Enclose the destination within quotation 
marks.  Refer to "Change ORAINIT File Parameters" on page 3-9 for the syntax 
of the destination string.

4. Warm start the instance using RUNDBA.

You can also enable automatic archiving, without changing the ORAINIT file, by 
using the Server Manager command ARCHIVE LOG:

SVRMGR> ARCHIVE LOG START ’destination ’

Caution: Archive to tape without AVE is not supported.  Archive 
to tape only if you have implemented "ARCHIVE TO TAPE" in 
your ORA8AVE EXEC.
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This command archives the current log.  The next time an online redo log minidisk 
needs to be archived, it is archived automatically.

During automatic archiving, errors that occur during archival and the start and stop 
times of the ARCH process are written to a spooled console log.

Manual Archiving

To archive redo log minidisks manually, use the Server Manager command 
ARCHIVE LOG.  You must specify the sequence numbers of the redo log minidisks 
to be archived.  See the guidelines for specifying archive destinations in "Change 
ORAINIT File Parameters" on page 3-9".

SVRMGR> ARCHIVE LOG lognumber  ’ destination ’

To archive the next minidisk, use the NEXT option:

SVRMGR> ARCHIVE LOG NEXT ’destination ’

To archive all redo log minidisks, use the ALL option:

SVRMGR> ARCHIVE LOG ALL ’ destination ’

When you are archiving manually, errors are written to your terminal.
   

Note: Oracle Corporation recommends automatic archiving.  In 
manual archiving, you must continuously back up the log files as 
they fill; otherwise, they are not accessible by Oracle as it tries to 
recycle them.  In this case, you must either manually back up the 
log file to free it, enable automatic archiving by setting 
LOG_ARCHIVE_START to TRUE in the ORAINIT file and warm 
start the database, or disable manual archiving by issuing the 
ALTER DATABASE NOARCHIVELOG command from Server 
Manager.
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Redirecting Archive Messages

The ARCH background machine processes its messages through ARCH_MSG 
EXEC.  If you want to control the ARCH message destination or the messages that 
correspond to a specific error, modify ARCH_MSG EXEC.  For example, modify 
ARCH_MSG EXEC to change the userid that receives tape mount requests.  Most 
installations do not need to modify this file.

See the ARCH_MSG EXEC file for a description of how the messages are currently 
processed and make any modifications as appropriate.  The file can be modified 
with the database up or down, but the changes are not implemented until the 
database is recycled.
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STEP 4: Restoring the Archived Redo Logs and the Database
The following sections describe how to recover from media failure in the database 
minidisks.  There are two types of media recovery: a single tablespace or the entire 
database.

Recovering a Single Tablespace

To recover a single tablespace, you must have a backup of all minidisks which make 
up that tablespace.  Perform these steps to recover a single tablespace:

1. Take the tablespace off line using this Server Manager command:

SVRMGR> ALTER TABLESPACE tablespace  OFFLINE

On a mounted but unopened database, force a database file online for an 
off-line tablespace before manual recovery, or take a file off line so that the 
database can be opened when the file is on a broken disk drive, with:

ALTER DATABASE DATAFILE file-spec  [ONLINE|OFFLINE]

2. Restore the minidisks with the utility used to back them up.

3. Bring the tablespace back online using the following Server Manager command:

SVRMGR> ALTER TABLESPACE tablespace  ONLINE

4. Perform the procedures in the "Database Recovery" section on page 3-19.

Recovering the Entire Database

To recover the entire database, you must have a physical backup of all minidisks 
comprising the database.  Perform the following steps to recover an entire database:

1. Shutdown the database with the Server Manager SHUTDOWN command or 
the RUNDBA SHUTDOWN command.

2. Restore the database file minidisks.

3. Restart the instance with the RUNDBA WARMSTART command.
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Database Recovery

Oracle automatically detects the need for recovery either when the tablespace is 
brought back online or when the database is warm started.  In both cases, if a 
synchronization check between the tablespace and the control file reveals the need 
for using only the online redo logs (that is, no logs have been archived since the 
backup was created), it is done automatically and no messages are issued.  If 
archived redo logs are required for the recovery, a message is issued and automatic 
recovery is not performed.  In this case, media recovery must proceed manually.

Manual Recovery

If manual recovery is required, enter the appropriate Server Manager RECOVER 
command:

■ to recover off-line tablespaces on an open database, enter:

RECOVER TABLESPACE tablespace

■ to use one or more backup copies of database files to recover a database that is 
mounted but not opened, or to recover online tablespaces, enter:

RECOVER DATABASE [MANUAL] [UNTIL time ]

where:

Oracle Corporation recommends using RECOVER DATABASE without the 
MANUAL option whenever possible.  Then the control file is used, and correct redo 
log file updates are assured.

The MANUAL option causes Oracle to prompt for the name of each archived log as 
it is required.  This allows the DBA to stop recovery at the end of a particular log file 
and/or to restore the database when the control file has been restored from a 
backup.  

MANUAL is an optional parameter which causes the system to 
prompt for every log.

UNTIL is an optional parameter which stops the recovery process 
at a particular point in time.

time is the time in the form dd-mo-yy:hh:mm:ss.
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At the prompt, and using the appropriate format, enter the name of the archived log 
file that is to be restored next.  For example, if the log file was archived to an SFS 
directory, then the name could be:

L2340.ORA.POOL1:ORACLE.

where

As another example, if the log file was archived by AVE, then the name

could be:

D:ARCH:L1650.ORA

where

Before attempting manual recovery, see the section on "Using Incomplete Recovery" 
on page 3-23 for additional information.  Incomplete manual recovery can cause the 
following side effects:

■ all past logs become invalid after recovery is complete

■ recovery cannot stop in the middle of the backup of any file

All redo logs generated between typing the BEGIN BACKUP and END BACKUP 
commands must be applied

■ any off-line files are lost

■ all files must be restored from backups created before the point where recovery 
terminated

■ if the control file is a backup, then the control file schema cannot have changed 
since the backup was created

Database files or redo log files cannot be dropped or added after the control file 
backup was created.

After incomplete recovery, the DBA must enter the appropriate parameter 
indicating whether all log files are invalid or whether an incomplete recovery 
reached the end of the log:

L2340.ORA is the archived file name

POOL1:ORACLE. is the SFS filepool.

L1650.ORA is the archived file name

D:ARCH: is the AVE archive destination identifier.
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ALTER DATABASE OPEN [RESETLOGS|NORESETLOGS]

where:

Use the RESETLOGS option after either time-based or manual recovery.  After the 
online redo logs have been reset, you cannot use any of the existing redo log files or 
database file backups.  The redo log files need to be archived and the database 
needs to be backed up before any data is protected from media failure.

Use the NORESETLOGS option with caution because reapplying these logs can 
cause a corrupted database.

Updating a Backup Control File

You can use manual recovery to make a control file current.  The backup must be 
more current than the last add or drop of a redo log or database file.  Always back 
up the control file after any of these additions or deletions.  Oracle Corporation also 
recommends backing up the control file after any redo log or database file is 
renamed, and keeping a list of the database files in case they need to be included in 
an ALTER DATABASE command while the database is closed.  Control files should 
be backed up only when all database files are online.

If all online redo log files are intact, and if all the necessary archived logs are 
available, then make a control file current by performing the following steps:

1. Make a backup of all the data files and online logs that are about to be 
recovered.  The backup copies allow additional attempts at manual recovery if 
something goes wrong.  The current files become unusable after performing 
these steps.

2. Restore previous backups (the backups before those completed in Step 1).  Shut 
down the database.  Add all the files listed as control files in the ORAINIT file 
to the backup control file.  If the correct file is inaccessible, restore to a different 
filename (see Step 4).

3. Mount the database.  Issue the STARTUP MOUNT command to start the 
instance and open the backup control file.

RESETLOGS specifies that no further recovery is needed by clearing all the 
online logs to zero.

NORESETLOGS specifies that even though an incomplete recovery was used, 
recovery went to the end of the logs and the logs are valid.
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4. Ensure that all files are named correctly.  To correct any backup files that have 
been restored under different filenames, or any files have been renamed 
because the control file was backed up, enter:

ALTER DATABASE RENAME FILE old-name  TO new-name

The rename changes only the name that the database uses when it attempts to 
open the file.  The rename does not change the name of the file as used by the 
operating system.  Enter the old filename in its fully expanded version, in upper 
case, as it appears in the SELECT * FROM V$DBFILE statement.  This 
compensates for the fact that the file needs to exist before its name is translated 
into its fully expanded version.

5. Ensure that all data files are online.  If any data files are off line, either due to an 
I/O error or a DBA command, they become unrecoverable after performing this 
procedure.  The off-line status of the data files was recorded in the control file 
before it was backed up, so check for the status of data files in the backup copy 
of the control file.  Bring the files online with:

ALTER DATABASE DATAFILE filespec  ONLINE

6. Begin manual recovery.  Use the RECOVER DATABASE MANUAL command 
to start manual recovery.  If you restored any data files from backups, you 
might be prompted for the names of the online log files that were archived.  
Eventually, you are prompted for the name of an online log file that is not 
archived.  Enter the name of an online log file.  If the name is not correct, an 
error message gives the sequence number of the file you entered.  Continue 
entering log file names until you enter the correct one.  After a log file has been 
processed, you are prompted for the next log file name.  Continue entering the 
online log file names until you are prompted for a sequence number higher 
than any of the online logs.  At this point, recovery has been completed to the 
present.  Enter CANCEL as the log file name.

7. Open the database.  To open the database enter:

ALTER DATABASE OPEN RESETLOGS

8. Make new backups.  All data files must be backed up before media recovery 
can work.  The RESETLOGS parameter marked the database to prevent the use 
of any of the logs from before the reset.  Any data file backups from before the 
reset cannot be recovered.  The old log files and data file backups are useful 
only for repeating this procedure.
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Using Incomplete Recovery

Recovery to some particular point in the past is often useful.  For example, an 
important table might have been dropped accidentally, or a log file needed for 
recovery might have been lost.  You can restore the database to a particular point in 
time or to the end of a particular log.  If necessary, a backup control file can also be 
used.  Refer to the restrictions on using backup control files under "Updating a 
Backup Control File" on page 3-21.  Perform the following steps to accomplish an 
incomplete recovery:

1. Make a backup.  Make a copy of all the online logs that are about to be 
recovered.  The backup copies allow additional attempts at incomplete recovery 
if something goes wrong.  The current data files are unusable.  Although the 
current data files cannot be used in this procedure, it is prudent to make a copy 
of them anyway.

2. Restore backups.  Shut down the database.  All the database files must be 
restored from image backups created before the point where recovery stops.  
This ensures that all files in the database are recovered at the same point in 
time.  Unfortunately, there is no built-in check to enforce this restriction.  Failure 
to restore the file from the previously created image backups results in a corrupt 
database.  The corruption might not be noticed until long after the recovery is 
complete and the database is back in use.  A data file can be restored to a 
different filename if the correct file is inaccessible (see Step 4).

3. Mount the database.  Issue the STARTUP MOUNT command to start the 
instance and open the backup control file.

4. Ensure that all files are named correctly.  To correct any backup files that have 
been restored under different filenames, or any files that have been renamed 
because the control file was backed up, enter:

ALTER DATABASE RENAME FILE

The rename-file function changes only the name that the database uses when it 
attempts to open the file, it does not change the name of the file as used by the 
operating system.  Enter the old filename in its fully expanded version, in upper 
case, as it appears in the SELECT * FROM V$DBFILE statement.  Note that the 
file needs to exist before its name is translated into its fully expanded version. 
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5. Ensure that all data files are online.  If any data files are off line, either due to an 
I/O error or to a DBA command, they cannot be recovered after performing this 
procedure.  The off-line status of the data files was recorded in the control file 
before it was backed up, so check for the status of data files in the backup copy 
of the control file.  Bring the files online with the following command:

ALTER DATABASE DATAFILE file-spec  ONLINE

6. Begin incomplete recovery.  To recover to the end of a particular log, enter:

RECOVER DATABASE MANUAL

To recover to a point in time, enter:

RECOVER DATABASE UNTIL dd-mon-yy:hh:mm:ss

If the control file is a backup, add the MANUAL option.  Under the manual 
option, you are prompted by sequence number for the names of online log files.  
If you do not know which log file name to enter next, guess.  If the log file is out 
of order, an error message displays the sequence number for the log file you 
entered.  Continue entering log file names until you enter the correct one.

After a log file has been processed, you are prompted for the next log file name.  
You can enter CANCEL at any time to end recovery.  After cancelling, you can 
enter the RECOVER command again to resume recovery where you left off, or 
you can end recovery there.

If you used the UNTIL option, recovery ends when the indicated time is found 
in the logs.  Otherwise, cancelling is the only way to end recovery.

7. Open the database.  To open the database enter:

ALTER DATABASE OPEN RESETLOGS

This command destroys the contents of the online logs.  Use of the 
NORESETLOGS option can result in a corrupted database.  The only valid use 
of the NORESETLOGS option would be in case you did not use a control file 
backup, decided not to continue incomplete recovery, cancelled incomplete 
recovery, and used a normal RECOVER DATABASE command to complete 
recovery.

8. Make new backups.  All data files must be backed up before media recovery 
can work.  The RESETLOGS parameter marked the database to prevent the use 
of any of the logs from before the reset.  Any data file backups from before the 
reset cannot be recovered.  The old log files and data file backups are only 
useful for repeating this procedure.
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Recovery from Media Disk Failure in a Control Minidisk

The control minidisks contain essential information about the status of the database.  
Allocate the control minidisks on two separate DASD volumes.  If one of the 
minidisks gets I/O errors, recovery becomes necessary.  To recover, the DBA needs 
to copy the good control minidisk to the bad one with a physical backup program 
such as DDR.

This recovery process assumes that a good control file is available.  If all current 
control files are lost, then an older copy of the control file must be recovered from a 
physical copy, and manual recovery must be used to bring the database up to date.

1. Shutdown the database.

2. Define a new control minidisk on a good DASD volume.

3. Use DDR to back up the good control minidisk.

DDR
Enter:
input 241 3390
Enter:
output 181 3480
Enter:
Dump All
R;

4. Use DDR to restore to the new control minidisk (assumed to be at address 341).

DDR
Enter:
input 181 3480
Enter:
output 341 3390
Enter:
restore all
R;

5. XEDIT the ORAINIT file to point to the new control minidisk.

6. Warm start the database.
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Dedicated Servers

This chapter describes the IUCV driver that VM clients run to access an Oracle 
instance using dedicated server machines.  The following topics are included:

Dedicated Server Machines on page 4-2

The Network Master Machine on page 4-4

Servers Enter "Login in Progress" State on page 4-5

IUCV Driver and Resource Accounting on page 4-6
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Dedicated Server Machines
Rather than giving a client direct access to the database files, Oracle8 for VM uses a 
client/server architecture.  A client connects to a dedicated server machine with 
IUCV and the dedicated server accesses the database for the client.  A dedicated 
server machine provides an extra level of security because only the dedicated server 
has the authority to access the database file minidisks and the SGA.

Every user requesting access to an Oracle instance is assigned a dedicated server 
machine by the Network Master machine.  The DBA determines the number of 
dedicated servers that are required (for example, the maximum number of clients 
that can access the database at a given time), creates the dedicated server machine 
userids during the installation process, and defines the dedicated servers in the 
ORAMAST file.  The DBA can add more dedicated servers at any time.

Server Groups
When a client requests a dedicated server, the Network Master machine uses 
information provided by the installation to select a dedicated server from a server 
group.  Each dedicated server belongs to only one server group, and all dedicated 
servers in a group are equivalent.  A server group can contain any number of 
dedicated servers from 0 to 1000.

A server group name can be any combination of 1 to 8 characters, which must all be 
in uppercase.  One server group always exists.  This group is named GENERIC.  If 
no criteria exist for assigning a dedicated server to a particular client, then that 
client is assigned a dedicated server from the GENERIC group.

Dedicated server machines differ in only a few ways and can be grouped according 
to different needs.  The most significant differences among dedicated servers 
pertain to machine size.  Clients doing complex Oracle operations that use more 
Oracle context space might require dedicated server machines with a larger virtual 
memory.  Different server groups can be defined to accommodate varying virtual 
memory needs.

Refer to the Oracle7 for VM User’s Guide for an explanation and for examples that 
show how to specify a server group in the login syntax.
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Group Selection Criteria
The Network Master machine maintains a list of up to 1000 userids and the server 
groups assigned to those userids.  Each entry contains the name of a single userid 
and the single server group that the userid is authorized to use.  If an unlisted 
userid requests a dedicated server, then a dedicated server from the GENERIC 
group is assigned.

A single userid can have more than one entry in the list because there are three 
types of list entries:

   

Access Control
Oracle database file minidisks are password protected with the standard directory 
features.  Clients do not need to know any of these file minidisk passwords.  The 
dedicated server machines can access the database only if they have access to the 
database passwords or have links to the database file minidisks.

The SGA is protected using the RSTD parameter of the DEFSEG command and the 
NAMESAVE statement in the directory entry.  When the RSTD parameter is used 
with the DEFSEG command, only users who have a NAMESAVE statement for the 
SGA in their directory entries can access the SGA.

Exclusive indicates that, unless a userid requests a specific server group, 
a dedicated server from the named group must be assigned.  
If a server from that group is not available, the logon request 
is rejected.

Preferred indicates that, unless a userid requests a specific server group, 
a server from the named group is assigned if one is available.  
If a dedicated server is not available in the named group, a 
GENERIC server is assigned.

Specific indicates that a userid can explicitly request a particular 
server group.

Note: If a GENERIC server is prestarted using the Network 
Master machine command SET TARGET, then a PREFERRED 
server must also be prestarted using SET TARGET to ensure the 
availability of PREFERRED servers.  Otherwise, a client is assigned 
to an available dedicated server in the GENERIC group.
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The Network Master Machine
The Oracle Network Master machine (NMST) starts automatically when the 
instance is started with the RUNDBA WARM command.  The Network Master 
machine auto logs the dedicated server machines and assigns the dedicated servers 
to clients.  Because the dedicated server machines have special authorities, such as 
access to the database file minidisks, the dedicated server logon passwords and 
minidisk passwords should remain secure.  The Network Master machine ensures 
this security by starting and stopping the dedicated servers.

The Network Master machine has a flexible scheme for making dedicated server 
assignments.  This flexibility allows userids to choose a specific server group and 
permits installations to assign dedicated server machines with appropriate machine 
sizes and processing priorities to certain userids.  Because the Network Master 
machine can run continuously, the lists of available dedicated server machines and 
the criteria for dedicated server selection can be changed dynamically without 
stopping the Oracle instance or the Network Master machine.

Once a dedicated server has been assigned to a user, the Network Master machine 
monitors the client/server connection without taking an active part in any Oracle 
operation.  When the client no longer needs a dedicated server, the dedicated server 
machine logs off and the Network Master machine makes the dedicated server 
available for another client.

To assign dedicated servers quickly, the Network Master machine can be instructed 
to keep one or more dedicated servers logged on and ready for immediate 
assignment.  If appropriate, a dedicated server logon can be delayed until it is 
required by a client.

A complete list of ORAMAST commands available to control the Network Master 
machine is included in Appendix A, "ORAMAST Commands".

The Path Status Table
The Path Status Table (PST) of Network Master machine is an internal structure that 
maintains the status of the following:

■ all dedicated servers

■ all clients that have a dedicated server assigned

■ all IUCV control paths
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You can retrieve an excerpt of the Path Status Table data with the ORAMAST 
QUERY command.  A sample of the QUERY command output is shown in the 
following example:

Logon allowed
*MSG Smsg Connected
GOLDSRV1 Server Assigned to SMITH group generic
GOLDSRV2 Server Pending connect group generic
GOLDSRV3 Server Pending connect group generic
GOLDSRV4 Server Not logged on group generic
GOLDSRV5 Server Not logged on group generic
GOLDSRV6 Server Not logged on group generic
GOLDSRV7 Server Not logged on group generic
SMITH User Assigned to GOLDSRV1

To make a dedicated server known to the Network Master machine, you must add 
an entry for that dedicated server to the Path Status Table using the Network Master 
machine command ADD.  A user entry is added to the Path Status Table 
automatically whenever the user requests an Oracle logon.  If a user requests 
multiple simultaneous logons, then multiple Path Status Table entries are created 
for that user.

Servers Enter "Login in Progress" State
Dedicated servers can enter a "Login in Progress" state, preventing users from 
connecting to the instance.  This is not an Oracle error.  This condition occurs 
because the Network Master machine console has not been cleared of messages.  
Issuing the following command (to force each server that appears locked) usually 
resolves the error:

SMSG master_name  FORCE server_name

However, if the Network Master machine is logged on to a real console, and if its 
screen fills with messages, then IBM CP causes the Network Master to hang.  This 
situation can also occur if the Network Master is not logged on, but its messages are 
routed to the DBA machine with the secondary console facility.

To avoid the problem, do not leave the Network Master machine logged on to a real 
terminal.  If it is logged on, however, clear the screen promptly of messages when it 
fills.  If the DBA machine is usually left logged on to a real console, and if its screen 
is not cleared promptly when it fills, then do not make the DBA a secondary console 
for the Network Master.
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IUCV Driver and Resource Accounting
When a dedicated server virtual machine is started by the Network Master 
machine, VM begins to account for the dedicated server’s resource usage under the 
userid and account code as indicated in the server’s directory entry.

Activating in a VM Machine
If the server’s VM directory entry has the ACCT privilege indicated on the OPTION 
statement, then as soon as a user has been assigned to the server, the server uses the 
VM diagnostic code X’4C’ to switch charges to the user’s account.  All charges that 
the dedicated server accumulated before the diagnostic code X’4C’ was issued are 
charged to the server in a normal VM type 1 accounting record.  All charges that 
accumulate after the diagnostic code X’4C’ are charged to the userid, account code, 
and distribution code that are indicated in the user’s directory entry.  These charges 
are recorded in a type C1 VM accounting record.  A type C1 record is identical in 
format to a type 1 record.
   

If the dedicated server’s directory entry does not have the ACCT privilege on the 
OPTION statement, then all resources that are used by the dedicated server are 
charged to the dedicated server’s userid, account code, and distribution code.

Regardless of the account charged for the resources, the final accounting record for 
the dedicated server is issued when the dedicated server terminates using VM 
logoff immediately after the client performs an Oracle logoff.

Refer to Chapter 7, "Error Diagnosis", for information concerning the use of the 
accounting exit facility.

Note: The user’s VM directory entry is used for the account code.  
Oracle does not recognize any dynamic changes that the user might 
have made with the CP SET ACCOUNT command.
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The Programmable Operator Facility

The Oracle8 for VM Programmable Operator facility (PROP) enables an installation 
to automatically analyze, filter, store, and review Oracle server console messages.  
This chapter describes the Oracle PROP facility, including how it works, how to set 
up PROP, and how to use and maintain the PROP log files.

The Programmable Operator is an IBM facility that Oracle uses to monitor and log 
database console messages.  Only features that are related to Oracle’s 
implementation are described in this chapter.  For comprehensive generic 
documentation on the Programmable Operator facility, refer to the IBM manual VM 
System Facilities for Programming.

The following topics are included in this chapter:

"Overview of the Programmable Operator Facility" on page 5-2

"Flow of Operation" on page 5-5

"Setting Up the Programmable Operator Facility" on page 5-6

"Running the Programmable Operator Facility" on page 5-8
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Overview of the Programmable Operator Facility
The Programmable Operator facility (PROP) is a standard facility that IBM provides 
with all VM releases.  After using PROP to intercept all Oracle console messages, 
Oracle handles the messages according to preprogrammed actions defined by your 
installation.

PROP performs the following tasks:

■ logs all Oracle console messages

■ suppresses message display and routes messages to a logical operator

■ executes commands

■ responds with preprogrammed message responses

PROP automatically stores all console messages from the Oracle background 
machines in a log file.  A PROP log file contains all Oracle console messages that 
were generated by the instance servers in one day.  Each message is time-stamped 
and stored in sequential order.  The log file can be reviewed and sorted using 
standard XEDIT commands.

In addition to logging messages, PROP controls message traffic by filtering and then 
directing messages to a designated logical operator.  A routing table that is defined 
specifically for each installation determines how the messages are filtered.  The 
routing table defines specific actions which automatically occur when a particular 
message is intercepted.  Essential non-routine messages can be sent to the logical 
operator or to other userids for response or action.  Non-essential, information-only 
messages can be filtered but are always saved in the log file.

Why Use PROP?
To assist an Oracle installation, PROP does the following:

■ enables an installation to authorize specific users to perform certain operations, 
such as starting and stopping the instance

■ serves as a valuable tool for problem determination because all events 
generating console messages are logged to the log file

■ provides a high-level audit trail to monitor Oracle resources with the log file

■ off loads verbose console traffic from the DBA userid to the log file, and directs 
a filtered version of essential non-routine messages to the logical operator
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■ organizes, stores, and maintains information about historical database activity

■ captures and automatically acts upon selected messages with Oracle or 
user-provided action routines

PROP Components
It is recommended that you become familiar with certain integral components of the 
Oracle PROP facility, which are described below.

Programmable Operator

The programmable operator is a virtual machine where the Programmable Operator 
itself runs.  This virtual machine must have its own 191 R/W minidisk where the 
log files are stored, and must have access to the DBA minidisk that contains the 
routing table and other PROP executables.  The programmable operator virtual 
machine is defined by a BACKGROUND definition in the ORADBA file.  The 
programmable operator virtual machine always runs disconnected.

Logical Operator

The logical operator is a virtual machine that receives all filtered messages that are 
sent to it by the programmable operator.  This virtual machine should have R/O 
access to the programmable operator’s 191 minidisk where the log files reside.  In 
addition, the logical operator virtual machine should have R/O access to the DBA 
minidisk.  The logical operator virtual machine is defined by a BACKGROUND 
definition in the ORADBA file.  The logical operator virtual machine can be logged 
on, logged off, or run disconnected.

Routing Table

The PROP routing table defines the PROP operating environment, determines 
whether logging occurs, and specifies how messages are filtered.  When the console 
messages are intercepted, they are compared with messages specified in the routing 
table.  When a match occurs, PROP takes the action specified by the routing table.  It 
can also authorize certain users to invoke specific commands.

A sample routing table named GOLD RTABLE is provided on the distribution tape. 
Copy and rename this file for your instance.  The routing table can be edited and 
customized for your installation.  However, before you attempt to edit this file, 
Oracle Corporation recommends that you become familiar with the programmable 
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operator facility and with IBM’s documentation describing the routing table and its 
contents.

Action Routines

Action routines are programs or EXECs that receive control when an Oracle console 
message matches an entry in the routing table.  Oracle provides a specific set of 
action routines for this implementation of PROP.  IBM also provides action routines 
(refer to IBM documentation), and you can write new action routines and add them 
to the routing table.

Log File

If LOGGING is set to ON or ALL (default value) in the routing table, the log file 
stores every Oracle console message that is issued by the Server during a one-day 
period.  The log file resides on the programmable operator’s 191 minidisk and 
follows the format:

LGyymmdd nodename

where:

yy is the year.

mm is the month.

dd is the day the file was created.

nodename is the name of the node where the Server resides.  The number 
of log files kept, their size, usage, and disposition are all 
discussed under "Running the Programmable Operator 
Facility" on page 5-8.
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Flow of Operation
As long as the PROP is specified as BACKSECUSER in the ORADBA file, PROP is 
activated whenever the instance is running.  PROP intercepts the instance messages 
generated by the Oracle background machines and logs all messages in the daily 
log file that resides on the PROP minidisk.  PROP then uses the routing table to 
analyze the messages to determine whether further action is needed.

Based on the contents of the routing table, a message is filtered (that is, not routed 
to the logical operator), or it causes an action routine to be invoked.  Action routines 
then perform the requested action, such as rebroadcasting the triggering message to 
a group of users, or authorizing specific users to perform certain operations (for 
example, starting up or shutting down the database).

Messages not filtered by the routing table are directed to the logical operator.  When 
logged onto the logical operator, you can see in real time the Oracle console 
messages that were not filtered by the routing table.  The logical operator can also 
access the daily log file that contains all messages generated that day.  
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Setting Up the Programmable Operator Facility
To set up PROP, specify the Background Secuser parameter in the ORADBA file.  
The parameter is specified as:

BACKSECUSER PROP

With this parameter set, PROP will be started the next time that you perform a 
warmstart of the instance.

The Routing Table
A routing table must be created.  Start by copying the file GOLD RTABLE that was 
provided on the distribution tape.  This table specifies the logical operator, turns on 
message logging, and specifies all messages that are to be filtered (that is, saved in 
the log file but not sent to the logical operator) or cause an action routine to be 
invoked.  The routing table specifies messages that require special action in the 
format: message text, starting and ending column, message type, user, node, action 
routine name, parameter.  For a complete description of the routing table, review 
the IBM documentation.

Some general rules about messages specified in the routing table are listed below:

■ messages not explicitly specified in the routing table are sent to the logical 
operator

■ messages specified in the routing table without an action routine are filtered 
(they are not sent to the logical operator)

■ messages specified in the routing table without a userid indicate that all 
messages, regardless of the userid, would be a match

The routing table can be customized for your installation.  However, Oracle 
Corporation recommends that you do not edit this table unless you are familiar 
with the IBM programmable operator facility and its corresponding documentation.

The default routing table created at installation time is a skeletal version and 
performs only minimal message routing.  

A sample of the default routing table for the GOLD instance is displayed below:
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LGLOPR GOLDOPER $NODE$$ 
TEXTSYM \ $ ¬  
LOGGING ALL  
ROUTE    
*------------------------ --- --- -- -------- -------- -------- --------
*T                        S   E   T  U        N        A        P       
*E                        C   C   Y  S        O        C        A       
*X                        O   O   P  E        D        T        R       
*T                        L   L   E  R        E        N        M       
*------------------------ --- --- -- -------- -------- -------- --------
\LOGMSG - \               001 009 08 
\*                        001 001 08 
\DASD $ LINKED \          001 017 08 
\SHARED $-STAT NOT AVAIL  001 023 08 
$ R/O \                   001 012 08 
\CONNECT= \               001 009 08 
\LOGOFF AT \              001 010 08 
\HCPMID6001I\             001 011 08 
\Issuing $... \           001 016 08 GOLD     $NODE$$  GOLDAMSG AUTHDBA
\ completed, rc=          005 019 08 GOLD     $NODE$$  GOLDAMSG AUTHDBA
$¬MSGNOH$started                  08 GOLD     $NODE$$
$¬MSGNOH$started                  08          $NODE$$  GOLDAMSG AUTHDBA
$¬MSGNOH$stopped                  08 GOLD     $NODE$$
$¬MSGNOH$stopped                  08          $NODE$$  GOLDAMSG AUTHDBA
$ ended$                          08 GOLD     $NODE$$
$ ended$                          08          $NODE$$  GOLDAMSG AUTHDBA
\database $mounted        001 019 08 GOLD     $NODE$$  GOLDAMSG AUTHDBA
\database opened          001 015 08 GOLD     $NODE$$  GOLDAMSG AUTHDBA
\database closed          001 015 08 GOLD     $NODE$$  GOLDAMSG AUTHDBA
\STARTUP \                001 008 04 GOLD     $NODE$$  GOLDACMD DBMSUP
\SHUTDOWN \               001 009 04 GOLD     $NODE$$  GOLDACMD DBMSDOWN
\HCPMID6001I\             001 011 03                   GOLDLGCL 0714E75S
\CMD \                    001 004    GOLDOPER $NODE$$  DMSPOR   TOVM
\QUERY \                  001 006    GOLDOPER $NODE$$  DMSPOR   QUERY
\SET \                    001 004    GOLDOPER $NODE$$  DMSPOR   SET
\LOADTBL \                001 008    GOLDOPER $NODE$$  DMSPOL
\LGLOPR \                 001 007    GOLDOPER $NODE$$  DMSPOR   LGLOPR
\STOP \                   001 005    GOLDOPER $NODE$$  DMSPOR   STOP 
*                                                      DMSPOS   LGLOPR
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Running the Programmable Operator Facility
The files that are listed in this table are samples provided on the distribution tape 
that may be used to create EXECs that PROP needs to operate.  Most will follow the 
standard naming scheme.  Two files, GOLDPRPR and GOLDPRTE, must be 
renamed PROPPROF and PROPEPIF respectively in order to be used by the 
VM/ESA PROP feature.

EXEC Function

GOLDDOWN shuts down the Oracle server.

GOLDUP warm starts the Oracle server.

GOLDAMSG rebroadcasts the triggering message to a specified list of 
system administrators.  See the section "Controlling Who 
Receives Status Messages" on page 5-10.

GOLDACMD triggers the DBA userid to invoke a routing table-specified 
command.

GOLDINVK is a shell routine that invokes a specified command and 
allows the user who made the original request to know when 
a command starts and completes execution.

GOLDLGCL keeps the PROP logging minidisk from becoming full of log 
files.  An 8-character parameter specifies the criteria used to 
keep the minidisk size under control.  Refer to the section 
"Maintaining the PROP Log Files" on page 5-11 for more 
information.

GOLDLGER is invoked when "logging disk full" situation occurs and in 
turn invokes the GOLDLGCL EXEC.

GOLDPROP initializes the PROP facility.  GOLDPROP, performs minimal 
"housekeeping" for the Oracle PROP facility.

GOLDPRPR is a model that can be used to build the PROPPROF EXEC 
that is used by PROP during initialization.  

GOLDPRTE is a model that can be used to build the PROPEPIF EXEC that 
is used by PROP during termination.  

GOLDXLOG opens a PROP log file within an XEDIT session.  Five macros 
are provided for use by GOLDXLOG: GOLDPROF, 
GOLDUPDT, GOLDPENTR, GOLDPPFSE, and GOLDPFEI.
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These EXECs reside on the DBA minidisk.  For more information about each EXEC 
including syntax, return codes and messages, and operation, see the comments 
included within the EXEC.

The Oracle PROP facility is always active when the instance is running and 
normally requires little intervention.  Some activities that you might need or might 
want to perform are described in the following section. 

Starting PROP
The RUNDBA WARMSTART command starts PROP automatically, assuming that 
PROP is defined.  If you need to restart PROP, you can initialize PROP by logging 
on to the PROP userid and typing:

iname PROP iname

where iname  is the instance name.  You can also start PROP by auto logging the 
PROP userid with the following command:

[CP]AUTOLOG prop_userid  prop_userid_pw  [EXEC] iname PROP iname

Stopping PROP
Under normal circumstances, if the Oracle PROP facility was initialized for your 
installation, it should not be stopped.  However, if for some reason you need to stop 
PROP, you can do so by logging onto the PROP userid and typing:

STOP

You can also stop PROP using the following CP command from an authorized 
userid:

CP SM PROP_userid  STOP

As a last resort, you can logoff the PROP userid with the following CP command:

CP FORCE PROP_userid
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Controlling Who Receives Status Messages
The Oracle PROP facility can be used to rebroadcast specific Oracle console 
messages to a group of userids.  When a message to be rebroadcast is intercepted, 
the routing table calls the GOLDAMSG action routine and specifies a file containing 
a list of userids to whom the message will be rebroadcast.  This is done by 
specifying GOLDAMSG in the ACTN field and a filename in the PARM field 
associated with the message.

By default, the Oracle PROP routing table specifies AUTHDBA USERLST as the file 
containing the userids to which GOLDAMSG rebroadcasts all messages.  If you 
need to have the same set of messages sent to additional users, then you must create 
the AUTHDBA USERLST file.  Each line of the file is simply the name of a user that 
should also receive messages.  To make changes to the AUTHDBA USERLST file 
take effect immediately, you must log onto the logical operator and enter:

CP SMSG propid  CMD ACCESS 192 D

where propid  is the PROP userid.  You can also create additional groups of userids 
to receive certain messages by inserting the userids in a file, one userid on a line.  
The name of the file must be in the following format:

rtable_parm  USERLST

To rebroadcast a message to your new group, specify the message, GOLDAMSG in 
the ACTN field, and rtable_parm  in the PARM field of the Oracle PROP routing 
table.

The complete name of the file used by GOLDAMSG is rtable_parm  USERLST*’.  
This file contains a list of system administrators (one userid on a line) who receive 
the message.  If the list of system administrators does not exist, a single user with an 
id of PARM is sent the triggering message.

Authorizing Startup and Shutdown Using PROP
Two action routines, GOLDUP and GOLDDOWN, are provided with the Oracle 
PROP facility to authorize a specified userid to startup and shutdown the database.  
By default, any userid with authdba authority can issue the STARTUP and 
SHUTDOWN commands.  With the GOLDUP and GOLDDOWN action routines, 
you can authorize additional userids this capability.  The GOLDUP and 
GOLDDOWN action routines are called when the routing table intercepts a 
STARTUP or SHUTDOWN message from the specified userid.  Note that the 
GOLDUP and GOLDDOWN EXECs as provided might need to be customized for 
your installation.
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Maintaining the PROP Log Files
A special action routine, GOLDLGCL, is provided with the Oracle PROP facility to 
keep the PROP logging minidisk from becoming full of log files.  By default, 
GOLDLGCL is called by the routing table once per day when the midnight warning 
message is generated.  If the logging minidisk gets full at any other time, the 
GOLDLGER action routine is automatically executed, which in turn immediately 
invokes GOLDLGCL.  GOLDLGCL is specified in the routing table with an 
8-character parameter that provides the criteria used to determine how the contents 
of the minidisk are controlled. 

GOLDLGCL Parameter Syntax

In the routing table, GOLDLGCL is specified with the 8-character parameter in the 
format:

GOLDLGCL nnxxd1ppd2

where:

nn is the minimum number of log files to retain on the minidisk.  
This number specifies the minimum number of days worth of 
log files that are kept.  Valid values are 01 to 99. 
nn  corresponds to the Min Logs keyword on the 
Programmable Operator Parameters panel.

xx is the maximum number of log files to retain on the minidisk.  
This number specifies the maximum number of days worth of 
log files that are kept.  Valid values are 01 to 99. 
xx  corresponds to the Max Logs keyword on the 
Programmable Operator Parameters panel.

d1 is the disposition of log files which are targeted for deletion 
when the Max Log (xx  parameter) criteria is met.  Valid 
entries are E to erase the file or S to spool the file.  If S is 
selected, then the file is sent to the logical operator using the 
CP SENDFILE command, and the file is subsequently erased 
from the log disk.  Note that, depending on the size of the log 
file, the spooling process can be time consuming and might 
cause temporary loss of message logging.  d1  corresponds to 
the Max Disp keyword on the Programmable Operator 
Parameters panel.
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Log Disk Considerations

Be sure to provide enough disk space or set the log parameters so that the log disk 
does not become full.  In general, the total size required by the minimum number of 
log files must not exceed the size specified by the percentage full parameter.  If you 
notice that logging has stopped, it might be because the log disk has become full 
and log files were not purged because of the minimum number of log files 
requirement (the Min Logs value).

Reading the PROP Log Files
A special utility, GOLDXLOG, is provided with the Oracle PROP facility to allow 
you to read log files currently stored on the log file minidisk.  GOLDXLOG provides 
the same functionality as XEDIT; you can read, search, and sort a log file.  However, 
you cannot change a log file.  To read a log file, you must either be logged onto the 
logical operator userid or you must link and access these userids:

■ PROP userid’s 191 minidisk (contains the log files)

■ DBA userid’s DBA minidisk (contains GOLDXLOG and related programs)

You can then read any of the log files currently stored on the log minidisk by 
typing:

pp is the minidisk occupancy percentage level that cannot be 
exceeded.  If the percentage full exceeds this value, the oldest 
file is erased or spooled.  Valid values are 01 to 99%.  This 
value never causes deletion of files that are within the 
minimum log requirement, but always delete log files that 
exceed the maximum log requirement.  pp  corresponds to the 
Pct Full keyword on the Programmable Operator Parameters 
panel.

d2 is the disposition of log files which are targeted for deletion 
when the minidisk occupancy percentage level (pp  parameter) 
is exceeded.  Valid entries are E to erase the file or S to spool 
the file.  If S is selected, then the file is sent to the logical 
operator using the CP SENDFILE command, and the file is 
subsequently erased from the log disk.  Depending on the size 
of the log file, the spooling process can be time consuming 
and can cause temporary loss of message logging.  d2  
corresponds to the Full Disp keyword on the Programmable 
Operator Parameters panel.
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GOLDXLOG [yymmdd]

where yymmdd is the year, month, and day of the log file you want to review.  If you 
do not specify the date, GOLDXLOG defaults to the current day’s log file.  You can 
use XEDIT to review the log files.  However, you can receive an error message when 
accessing the current days log file.
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Accounting Exit Facility

This chapter describes the Accounting Exit Facility and contains the sample 
accounting exit files that are provided on the Oracle8 for VM distribution tape.  The 
exits can be customized to perform the accounting functions that are required at 
your site.

The following topics are included:

Invoking the Accounting Exit on page 6-2

Sample Accounting Exit EXEC on page 6-3

Sample Accounting Exit Assembler Program on page 6-5
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Invoking the Accounting Exit
A parameter in the ORADBA file is used by the Oracle8 for VM servers to invoke 
the accounting exit.  Edit the ORADBA file and insert the following parameter:

ACCOUNTINGEXIT exec_name

where exec_name  is the name of an REXX EXEC file that you supply to perform 
the accounting function.  The accounting exit will then run after the next warmstart 
of your instance.

The accounting exit EXEC is called twice by each Oracle8 server process with the 
calling identifiers INIT and TERM.   The exit is called with INIT shortly after the 
client has made a connection.  The exit must return a code, as follows:

0   to indicate that the exit will handle all accounting

1   to indicate that the server is to perform its normal accounting action

Normally, the server accounting action issues DIAGNOSE 4C subcode 0 with 
vmcharge_id  set to the userid of the client requesting the connection.

The exit is called with TERM shortly after the client disconnects from the server.  
This is the end-point and is important if the exit is tracking resource utilization, 
such as CPU time.   The return code is ignored on a TERM call.

Two sample files are provided on the distribution tape: GOLDACNT EXEC and 
GOLDACNT ASSEMBLE.  The EXEC file is relatively simple.  It loads and calls a 
command to perform the accounting with DIAGNOSE 4C.  The assemble file can be 
used to create the command module.  Build instructions are included in the 
comments portion of the assemble file.

Refer to VM/ESA: CP Programming Services for more information on accounting and 
DIAGNOSE 4C.
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Sample Accounting Exit EXEC

/* ====================================================================*/
/* Copyright (c) ORACLE Corporation  1991, 2000                        */
/* ====================================================================*/
/* Name     : GOLDACNT (ACNTEXIT) - Sample Accounting Exit Handler     */
/* Function : Interface to user's accounting exit                      */
/* Returns  : 1 -- Request the accounting function to be performed by  */
/*                 ORACLE server                                       */
/*            0 -- Request the accounting function not to be performed */
/*                 by ORACLE server                                    */
/* Notes    : (1) Name of the accounting exit handler must be defined  */
/*                in the ORADBA file.                                  */
/*            (2) Accounting exit handler must be written REXX         */
/*            (3) Accounting exit handler is invoked twice by ORACLE   */
/*                server with calling identifiers 'INIT' and 'TERM'.   */
/*                'INIT' means a logon request to database is received */
/*                by ORACLE server; whereas, 'TERM' means a logoff     */
/*                request is received by ORACLE server.                */
/*            (4) During the exit of 'INIT' call, return code must be  */
/*                set to indicate whether ORACLE server should perform */
/*                the accounting function or not. If the execution     */
/*                is needed, ORACLE server will issue diag x'4C'       */
/*                subcode 0 with vmcharge_id as the "charge to" user.  */
/*            (5) The return code of 'TERM' call is ignored by ORACLE  */
/*                server.                                              */
/*            (6) User's accounting exit must be                       */
/*                  -- written so that it is relocatable               */
/*                  -- invoked from the accounting exit EXEC           */
/*                                                                     */
/* Modified :                                                          */
/*  12/29/00 BLo      - Changes for Oracle8                            */
/*  05/14/91 Auyeung  - Created.                                       */
/* ====================================================================*/
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 parse arg input_args                                                    
                                                                         
 /* Parameters whichdare ORACLE server:                                */
 /*    call_identifier            INIT or TERM                         */
 /*    vmcharge_id                "charge to" VM user                  */
 /*    dbname                     database name                        */
 /*    server_id                  ORACLE server                        */
 /*    mastserv_id                Network master server                */
 /*    protocol_router            protocol router machine              */
 /*    protocol_name              network protocol                     */
                                                                         
 parse var input_args call_identifier vmcharge_id dbname server_id  ,    
                      mastserv_id protocol_router protocol_name          
                                                                         
 if call_identifier = "INIT"  then do     /* if 'INIT' call            */
    'NUCXLOAD GOLDACNT'                   /* NUCXLOAD exit module      */
                         /* Invoke exit with vmcharge_id as parameter  */
    address 'COMMAND' 'GOLDACNT' vmcharge_id                             
    exit_rc = 0          /* set return code to 0 which informs ORACLE  */
    end                  /* server not to issue diag 4C subcode 0      */
                                                                         
 else if call_identifier = "TERM" then do /* if 'TERM' call            */
    nop                                   /* do nothing                */
    exit_rc = 0                           /* set return code to 0      */
    end                                                                  
                                                                         
 exit exit_rc            /* exit to ORACLE server with return code     */
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Sample Accounting Exit Assembler Program

*/* COPYRIGHT (C) 1981, 2000  BY ORACLE CORPORATION               */
*                                                                   
*NAME                                                               
*  GOLDACNT (ACNTEXIT) - ORACLE Accounting Sample User Exit         
*FUNCTION                                                           
*  This user exit demonstrates the use of ORACLE accouting exit     
*  to inform CP about the identity of the "charge to" VM user.      
*CALLING SEQUENCE                                                   
*  GOLDACCT vmcharge_id                                             
*                                                                   
*    where                                                          
*           vmcharge_id -- identity of the "charge to" user         
*                                                                   
*RETURNS                                                            
*  0                                                                
*NOTES                                                              
*  This is a non-reentrant program. It is loaded into memory via    
*  NUCXLOAD command and is invoked from a EXEC which is written     
*  in either REXX or EXEC 2.              
*                                         
*  Calling Sequence:                      
*     NUCXLOAD GOLDACNT                   
*     GOLDACNT vmcharge_id                
*                                         
*  Program Compilation:                   
*     GLOBAL MACLIB DMSGPI CMSLIB         
*     HASM GOLDACNT                       
*                                         
*  Module generation:                     
*     LOAD GOLDACNT ( RLD
*     GENMOD GOLDACNT
*                                         
*MODIFIED                                 
*  12/29/00 BLo      - Changed for Oracle8
*  05/14/91 Auyeung  - Created.           
*                                         
*/                                        
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         SPACE 2                          
GOLDACNT CSECT ,                                           
         STM   R14,R12,12(R13)         save regs           
         LR    R12,R15                 set base reg        
         USING GOLDACNT,R12                                
         LA    R3,8(,R1)               point to VMCHARGE_ID
         LA    R2,VMCHA_ID             point to diag plist 
         MVC   0(8,R2),0(R3)           move VMCHARGE_ID into diag plist
         XR    R3,R3                   set subcode to zero   
         DIAG  R2,R3,X'4C'             issue diag X'4C' with subcode 0
         LM    R14,R12,12(R13)         restore regs       
         XR    R15,R15                 set return code zero 
         BR    R14                     return to caller     
         LTORG ,       
*                      
*        Data Area     
*                      
         DS    0D      
VMCHA_ID DC    CL24' ' 
         REGEQU , 
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Error Diagnosis

This chapter describes the diagnosis of suspected Oracle errors and the 
requirements for documenting those errors to Oracle Support Services. 

The following topics are include:

Oracle Support Services on page 7-2

Known Problems and Restrictions on page 7-2

Providing Error Documentation on page 7-2

General Documentation Requirements on page 7-3

Error Diagnosis on page 7-4

Using Oracle Trace Facilities on page 7-9

Creating a CMS Dump for the Oracle Server on page 7-11
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Oracle Support Services
Oracle Support Services
Please research METALINK before calling Oracle Support Services.  

http://metalink.oracle.com/

Oracle Support Services serves as the interface to the Oracle user community.  Refer 
to the applicable Oracle Support Services publications for a discussion of policies 
and procedures for using their services.

Known Problems and Restrictions
VM-specific problems and restrictions that are known to exist are documented in 
the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition Installation Guide for VM.  Workarounds are described 
if they are available.  The Oracle8 Enterprise Edition Installation Guide for VM also lists 
the IBM APARs that Oracle Corporation recommends applying.  Consult the most 
current documentation before proceeding with error reporting.

Providing Error Documentation
During the error resolution cycle, Oracle Support Services might request that you 
provide them with machine readable data.  Do send machine readable data, not 
formatted or printed data.  Magnetic tape is the most convenient form for sending 
large amounts of data.

If you are requested to send data to the Support Center, follow the documentation 
requirements provided in the "General Documentation Requirements" on page 7-3.  
Failure to follow these requirements might result in the inability to process your 
tape.  This might delay the resolution of any errors you are reporting.

Tape Format
Data on magnetic tape must be sent on tape cartridges for the IBM 3480 or 3490 tape 
drives.  Multiple files can be sent on a single volume.  Each tape can be in standard 
label or no label format.  In either case, include this written documentation with 
each tape:

■ volume serial, if it is a standard label tape

■ file name for each file on each tape

■ file characteristics of each file
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General Documentation Requirements
Tape Return
Oracle Support Services does not return tapes unless specifically requested to do so.  
The sending party must provide a return address on the tape and request that the 
tape be returned.

General Documentation Requirements
When you report a suspected error, you might be asked to describe your site’s 
Oracle server and VM operating system environments in detail.  Provide the full 
version number of each component that has an error.  The full version number 
includes important patch release level numbers for your platform.

Before you contact Oracle Support Services, ensure that the following information is 
available:

■ Oracle background virtual machine names

■ method of accessing the Oracle utilities

■ full version of the Oracle server

■ full version of the Oracle utility

■ CP level

■ CMS level

■ PUT level

In addition to describing the Oracle operational environment, detailed 
documentation specific to the error might be required.  This might include:

■ console spools

■ utility input files

■ system diagnostic messages

■ Oracle error messages

■ system dumps

■ database engine trace files
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Error Diagnosis
Keep in mind that often more than one error is associated with a single failure.  
Describe all errors for the failure being reported.  If your application uses Pro*C, 
Pro*COBOL, or another Oracle precompiler, ensure that your application displays 
or prints out all errors that it encounters.  Without this information, diagnosing the 
problem is much more difficult.

Error Diagnosis
When investigating a potential Oracle server error, start by determining which 
component is failing, where it is failing, and the error category.

Components
A list of components and their version numbers is documented in the Oracle8 
Enterprise Edition Installation Guide for VM and any maintenance tape release 
bulletin.  When reporting a problem to Oracle Support Services, identify the 
component suspected of failure, along with its full version and correct release level.

Error Categories
Use the following error categories to describe the error:

■ documentation

■ incorrect output

■ Oracle external error

■ abend

■ program loop

■ performance

■ missing functionality

■ wait state
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Error Diagnosis
Documentation

When reporting documentation errors, you are asked to provide the following 
information:

■ document name

■ document part number

■ date of publication

■ page number

Describe the error in detail.

Documentation errors can include both erroneous documentation and omission of 
required information.

Incorrect Output

In general, an incorrect output error exists whenever an Oracle utility produces a 
result that differs from written Oracle documentation.  When describing errors of 
incorrect output, you need to describe, in detail, the operation of the function in 
error.  Be prepared to describe your understanding of the proper function, the 
specific Oracle documentation which describes the proper operation of the function, 
and a detailed description of the incorrect operation.

If you think you have found a software bug, be prepared to answer the following 
questions:

■ Does the problem occur in more than one Oracle tool?  (SQL*Plus, Pro*REXX, 
and Server Manager.)

■ What are the exact SQL statements that are used to reproduce the problem?

■ What are the full version numbers of the Oracle database and related Oracle 
software?

■ What is the problem and how is it reproduced?

Oracle External Error

Oracle error messages are produced whenever an Oracle utility or the Oracle server 
detects an error condition.  Depending on the circumstances, error messages might 
either be fatal or nonfatal to the utility or database engine.

Be prepared to identify the exact error message and message number received and 
the complete circumstances surrounding the error.
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Error Diagnosis
Abend

Any program check in an Oracle utility or an Oracle background machine is 
considered an error.  A system dump is required as documentation in the event of a 
program check.

Ensure that the system dump contains a call stack trace.  A call stack trace contains 
the names of all the database functions that were on the user stack at the time that 
the abend occurred.  A call stack trace is an important aid to further diagnose the 
abend; without it, diagnosis is sometimes impossible.

System abends might or might not indicate a failure of the Oracle instance 
depending upon circumstances. The following abends are not considered Oracle 
failures:

Program Loop

A program loop (also known as a spinning job) is evident when the Oracle server 
task consumes CPU time rapidly, but no actual work is performed.  This situation is 
not to be confused with an Oracle server task that can perform most of its 
operations in cache (also known as a CPU bound job).  CPU bound operations 
might include large batch sorts, sort merge joins, nested loop joins where the 
driving table is small enough to fit into the SGA, and so forth.

Any program loop that occurs within an Oracle background machine is considered 
an Oracle database failure.  Loop conditions are rarely experienced and are 
considered serious errors.  The initial diagnostic approach with a loop consists of a 
system dump.  If a task is in a program loop, ensure that the system dump includes 
a call stack trace.

Further diagnosis might be required using VM TRACE commands.  Oracle Support 
Services furnishes specific instructions on the use of TRACE commands depending 
upon circumstances.

054E you are already logged on

059E autolog failed for userid

757E machine check

763E invalid filename or file not found
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Error Diagnosis
Performance

Oracle system performance is determined by many factors, most of are not within 
the control of Oracle Corporation.  Considerations such as system load, I/O 
topology, and database design make the documentation of performance errors 
difficult.

Provide detailed information about the state of your environment when reporting 
an error.  Specific documentation might include:

■ CPU type and memory configuration

■ database topology

■ I/O topology

■ system workload by type

■ Oracle workload characterization

■ query execution plans

Missing Functionality

Enhancement requests can be opened with Oracle Support Services to request the 
inclusion of functions and features that Oracle products do not currently have.  
When opening an enhancement request, describe the specific feature or function to 
be added to the product, and provide a business case to justify the enhancement.

Wait State

A wait state occurs whenever a required system resource (for example, an enqueue) 
is unavailable.  Because the task requiring the resource is in a blocked or wait state, 
little or no CPU time is consumed.  However, wait states are not limited to a lack of 
operating system resources.  A wait state can occur within the Oracle server due to 
an incompatible lock request, high contention on an internal latch, an archive task 
that halts, and so forth.

A wait state in an Oracle utility might or might not be considered an Oracle error.  
A wait state that occurs due to operating system resource conflicts (for example, 
multiple requests for a tape mount) is not considered an Oracle database error.  If a 
wait state occurs within an Oracle utility, a system dump is required of both the 
client and dedicated server virtual machines.  If a background process is also 
involved, a system dump is required for the background machine.
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Error Diagnosis
To diagnose a wait state problem, Oracle Corporation recommends that you try the 
approaches described in the next section, "Diagnosing Wait State Problems".

Diagnosing Wait State Problems
Before you contact Oracle Support Services, try these recommended approaches:

 Check system console logs for any error messages.

 Query the V$LOCKS dynamic view to determine whether there are any lock 
conflicts.  For more information about the V$LOCKS view, refer to the Oracle8 
Administrator's Guide.

 For a high volume OLTP system, query the V$WAITSTAT dynamic view to 
determine whether there is contention for a class of data blocks.  To perform this 
query, enter the following Server Manager commands:

SVRMGR> CONNECT INTERNAL
SVRMGR> SELECT * FROM V$WAITSTAT;

For more information about the V$WAITSTAT view, refer to the Oracle8 
Administrator's Guide.

 If your database is in ARCHIVELOG mode, ensure that your archive destination is 
not full.  If the destination is full, the archiver task cannot copy any more full redo 
log files, thus preventing any further changes to the database.  In this case, all tasks 
attempting to make changes will eventually be in a wait state.

If you cannot diagnose the wait state problem using the previous suggestions, first 
obtain the following dumps and then contact Oracle Support Services:

■  an operating system level system dump that includes a call stack trace

■  a SYSTEMSTATE dump from within Oracle.  When you contact Oracle Support 
Services, tell them that you performed this task.

To obtain a SYSTEMSTATE dump, invoke Server Manager and use the following 
commands:

SVRMGR> CONNECT INTERNAL
SVRMGR> ALTER SESSION SET EVENTS ’immediate trace name \
        systemstate level 10‘;

Enter the ALTER command on one line, adding the line continuation character (\) if 
needed.
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Using Oracle Trace Facilities
A SYSTEMSTATE dump can be quite large, depending on the number of concurrent 
connections to the Oracle server, the number of resources that each connection 
holds or requests in any mode, and the size of the SGA.  The current cursor and 
object state for each concurrent connection is also included in the SYSTEMSTATE 
dump.  The size of these dumps can easily be in the multiple of megabytes.  A 
SYSTEMSTATE dump is synonymous with a SYSTEMSTATE trace file.

Using Oracle Trace Facilities
If the Oracle server traps a program exception, it tries to produce a trace file (also 
called a dump file).  This trace file contains a call stack trace, the exception handler 
arguments, an interpreted version of the exception handler data, a register dump, 
and possibly a dump of the SGA.

If it is possible to output trace information to the A-disk of the VM user 
encountering the exception, the file is written as:

$ORACLE$ $OSDPRT$ A

If a read/write A-disk is not available, the trace information is displayed on the 
terminal.  If the terminal is unavailable (when running disconnected, for example) 
the output is lost unless a secondary user is defined in the VM directory.

These trace files can also appear in the console logs of the background virtual 
machines after Oracle terminates.
   

Note: If a trace file already exists on a user’s A minidisk when 
Oracle produces a new trace file, the new trace information is 
appended to the existing $ORACLE$ $OSDPRT$ file.
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Using Oracle Trace Facilities
A portion of a sample trace file is shown in the following example:

1)  1989/05/2315:49:
2)  errfoe: 64b
   ADDR   ROUTINE                        OFFSET  STMT ARGUMENTS ... / GR13
3) 5E7538?KSEDMP KSE C60N V7-402 11/21/8 000098   652 0/3C0F00
4) 5E6D74?KSERIP KSE C60N V7-402 11/21/8 000112   526 3/3C0F58
5) 5E7CB6?KSEASI KSE C60N V7-402 11/21/8 000076   839 385,3,3C110C/3C10B8
6) 5ECF88?KSPGIP KSP C60O V7-402 11/15/8 000118    87 
385,2,3,0,83,0,4,0,1/3C1128
7) 5F6302?KSUNFY KSU C60N V7-402 11/15/8 00013A  1415 4,1/3C1188
8) 5DE7EC?KSCNFY KSC C60F V7-402 11/15/8 000074    48 3,3C1298/3C11D8
9) 5EA8EC?KSMCGM KSM IBMC60N V7-423 11/1 00007C   220 3,3C1298/3C1250
10) 5F3D78?KSUCRP KSU C60N V7-402 11/15/8 0001A0   338 1/3C13C8
11) 5F4A28?KSUCRE KSU C60N V7-402 11/15/8 000068   730 1,0/3C1470
12) 64132C?OPILON C60N V7-402 11/16/88 07 0002BC   172 NONE/3C14E0
13) 642770?OPIODR C60O V7-402 11/17/88 21 000278   223 3A,1A,3C1BB4/3C16C0
14) 6A4D7E?TTCPIP IBMC60N V7-423 11/10/88 000BDE   389 3A,1A,3C1BB4/3C18C8
15) 647232?OPITSK C60N V7-402 11/16/88 08 00029A   196 
3CB31C,3A,3C1BB4,0,3C1C1C,3
16) 63C22E?OPIDRV C60N V7-402 11/17/88 21 000206   129 96B08/3C27C8
17) 6B26DA?$OPIDRV $OPIDRV ASSEMBLE21.26  0000CA       N/A/3C2950
18) 02016A?SOU2OX SOU2OS ASSEMBLE 10/10/8 000102       N/A/969F0
19) 077184?SOU2O ASSEMBLE 11/16/92 13.24  0000B4       N/A/96A40
20) 07449C?OSNSGLW OSNSGL IBMC60N V7-423  000134   477 97B4C,2A,1,97B48/96AC0
21) 03AF46?UPIRTR UPIPRV C60N V7-402 11/1 00016E   362 
99CCC,1,58250,97CAC,99CA8,
22) 03BEC2?UPILAM UPILOG C60N V7-402 11/1 00040A   234 99C80,3A,988F8/988B0
23) 03BA8C?UPILON UPILOG C60N V7-402 11/1 0000B4    75 99C80,3D6010,FFFFFFFF
24) 02762C?EXULON C60N V7-407 11/18/92 16 00018C    91 99C80,3D6010,FFFFFFFF,0
25) 021074?MAIN EXUDRV IBMC60N V7-423 11/ 000334   166 3DB140,20538/98F78
26) 024C6C?CGOMAIN C V7-4CD 07/11/92 19.1 00009C    46 1,3F9418,0/99990
27) 020384?CGO 10/20/92 15.17             000184     0 NONE/999E0
28) 401362?                               3FE3CA       N/A/DCE0
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Creating a CMS Dump for the Oracle Server
The following explanation refers to the sample trace file output:

Creating a CMS Dump for the Oracle Server
This section outlines the recommended procedures for creating a dump of a CMS 
virtual machine to assist in debugging software problems.  The purpose of the 
dump is to get the entire picture of a user’s virtual address space at a moment in 
time.

Invalid memory pointers account for most of the problems for which dumps are 
created.  These abends usually result from operating or addressing exceptions.  If 
the problem is not related to memory problems, it is unlikely that a dump will 
provide much useful information.

It is best to create the dump immediately after the problem has occurred to give the 
most accurate picture of virtual memory.  Sometimes the picture given might be too 
late because the cause of the failure could occur well before the symptoms appear.  
This situation sometimes requires more than one dump to finally trace the problem 
to its source.

Any CMS userid is privileged to create a dump of its own virtual machine.  
However, the command cannot be issued on behalf of another virtual machine.  The 
CMS user must be logged on to its own virtual machine to issue the command.

Creating a Dump under ESA
Use this method for creating a dump under ESA:

1. Get into the CP READ environment.  Normally this is done by pressing [PA1] 
(Attention).  There are other methods to get to CP READ, such as through 
TRACE or other tracing methods, but these should only be used under the 
direction of Oracle Support Services.

2. To create a dump file in the virtual reader of the userid that issued the 
command, enter this CP command:

Line 1 is a time stamp that shows the time this trace file was created.

Line 2 is the termination error code shown as its hex value (64b is 
Oracle error code 1611).

Lines 3 through 28 is the stack trace that shows the processes executed by Oracle 
before the VM user encountered the exception.
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Creating a CMS Dump for the Oracle Server
VMDUMP 0:END DSS FORMAT CMS

where:

3. Process the DUMP using DUMPLOAD.  This step is required to convert the 
dump from its raw format to a readable format.  This task needs to be 
performed on the VM system where the dump was generated.  Perform these 
steps:

3.1 If necessary, use the CP TRANSFER command to transfer the dump to the 
userid that will process the dump.

3.2 Ensure that the dump is the only file in the reader, or that the file is the first 
one in the reader as assigned by the CP ORDER command.

3.3 Verify that the A-disk is large enough to contain the processed dump.  
Usually fifteen 3390 cylinders is sufficient to process any CMS dump.

3.4 Locate the DUMPLOAD MODULE, which is normally found on the 
MAINT 190 disk.

3.5 Use the SPOOL command to keep the DUMPLOAD command from 
purging the DUMP file from the reader, a good safety measure in case a 
problem occurs.  Enter:

CP SPOOL RDR HOLD

3.6 Use the DUMPLOAD command to read the DUMP file from the reader onto 
the minidisk while creating the proper format:

DUMPLOAD SPOOL (ALL

3.7 Once DUMPLOAD completes successfully, discard the dump that is still in 
the reader because the "readable" version is now on disk:

CP SPOOL RDR NOHOLD

0:END parameter specifies that all of the virtual machine space is 
to be dumped. 

DSS parameter specifies that all loaded shared segments 
currently mapped to the user are also to be dumped. 

FORMAT CMS parameter tells VMDUMP to create the dump in CMS 
format for processing by DUMPLOAD.

This process can take several minutes.
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Creating a CMS Dump for the Oracle Server
If the dump needs to be shipped, it is preferable to place all of these files on tape in 
either TAPE or VMFPLC2 format.  The following files should be collected for bug 
resolution: 

■ dump file ’PRB0000n DUMP’, where n is the dump number assigned by 
DUMPLOAD

■ ’CMSNUC MAP’ that corresponds to the CMS system running at the time the 
dump was created

■ console logs and/or $ORACLE$ $OSDPRT$ files that might have been created 
at the time of the abend

Spool your console and enter the following command for the CMS, KNL, KPL, 
COM, SGA, and UTL shared segments:

Q NSS NAME ( nssname) MAP
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A

ORAMAST Commands

ORAMAST commands are used to control the Network Master machine.  This 
appendix describes the syntax and function of each ORAMAST command.  Refer to 
Chapter 1, "General Administrative Tasks", for information about entering 
ORAMAST commands. 

 The commands described in this appendix are:

ACCOUNT on page A-5

ADD on page A-7

AUTHORIZE on page A-9

BROADCAST on page A-10

COMMAND on page A-11

DELETE on page A-12

DENY on page A-13

FORCE on page A-14

FREEZE on page A-15

GROUP on page A-17

HELP on page A-20

LOGOK on page A-21

NOLOG on page A-22

QUERY on page A-23

SET on page A-26

START on page A-28
mands A-1



STOP on page A-30

THAW on page A-32

V2ACCT on page A-33
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Summary of ORAMAST Commands
Summary of ORAMAST Commands

Table A–1 ORAMAST Commands

Command Description Syntax

ACCOUNT Creates an account authorization for 
remote network access.

ACCOUNT acct_id acct_auth [vmcharge_id]

ADD Adds a dedicated server name to the 
Path Status Table.

ADD server password GROUP [group_name] 
[command_string] [NOCHECK]

AUTHORIZE Adds a name to the list of the 
authorized users.

AUTHORIZE cms_userid

BROADCAST Sends a message to all active Oracle 
users.

BROADCAST message

COMMAND Allows a string to be issued as a CMS 
SUBSET command.

COMMAND command_string

DELETE Removes a dedicated server name 
from the Path Status Table.

DELETE server

DENY Removes a name from the list of 
authorized users.

DENY cms_userid

FORCE Forces a dedicated server to log off 
immediately.

FORCE server

FREEZE Makes a dedicated server unavailable 
for logon by marking its entry in the 
Path Status Table.

FREEZE server

GROUP Creates and deletes server groups.  
Also adds and deletes entries from the 
lists of users authorized to connect to 
a particular server group.

GROUP DELETE group_name userid; 
GROUP DROP group_name userid; 
GROUP EXCLUSIVE group_name userid; 
GROUP PREFER group_name userid; 
GROUP SPECIFIC group_name userid

HELP Lists a brief summary of the 
ORAMAST commands.

HELP

LOGOK Resets the Network Master machine to 
normal operation if it is in NOLOG or 
STOP state, or both.

LOGOK

NOLOG Sets the Network Master machine to 
NOLOG state.  No further user logons 
are allowed.

NOLOG
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QUERY Queries the state of the Network 
Master machine and its control 
in-formation.

QUERY ACCOUNT; 
QUERY ALL; 
QUERY AUTHORIZED; 
QUERY GROUP [name|ALL]; 
QUERY PORTS; 
QUERY SERVERS [IDLE|ACTIVE]; 
QUERY SUMMARY [USERS]; 
QUERY USER userid

SET Controls how command replies are 
sent;
sets server logon target value; 
sets timeout value.

SET MSG; 
SET MSGNOH;
SET TARGET target_num [GROUP group_name];
SET TIMER [SERVER|WAKEUP|DIAL] time; 
SET MAXCONN nnnn

START Signals the Network Master machine 
to prepare to accept connection 
requests for dedicated servers using 
TCP/IP.

START TCPIBM [router|TCPIP] [port|1525]

STOP Signals all dedicated server machines 
that they are to log off as soon as 
possible, and, optionally, terminates 
the ORAMAST program.

STOP ALL; 
STOP SHUTDOWN; 
STOP TCPIBM [router] [port]

THAW Resets the freeze and delete flags in a 
Path Status Table entry.

THAW server

V2ACCT Require accounting information when 
using TCP/IP protocol.

V2ACCT

Table A–1 ORAMAST Commands

Command Description Syntax
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ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
ACCOUNT creates an account authorization for TCP/IP access.  A total of 
1000 ACCOUNT commands can be active at one time.

Use ACCOUNT to create an accounting entry for any account ID that is verified by 
the Network Master machine.  If the user ID to which the charges are to be billed 
does not exist, then the charges are accrued to the dedicated server’s account.  If the 
server terminates abnormally, then a console log is produced and sent to the user ID 
that is being billed.

Syntax:
ACCOUNT acct_id  acct_auth  [ vmcharge_id ]

or

AC acct_id  acct_auth  [ vmcharge_id ]

where:

acct_id is the user’s accounting ID, which is supplied by the user.  The 
acct_id  must be a valid user ID on the VM system.  If 
appropriate, this user ID can have a password of NOLOG.

If acct_id  is specified as SQLNET with acct_auth  <NOAUTH>, 
then the dedicated server resources are not charged to acct_id .  
The dedicated server issues a standard VM logon/logoff 
accounting record.

acct_auth is used to validate the acct_id  when a TCP/IP protocol is used.  
Use one of the following values for acct_auth :

<DELETE> any previous ACCOUNT command with the 
same acct_id  is nullified.

<NOAUTH> any password entered by the user is valid.
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ACCOUNT
Examples:
1. The following example creates an account ID for the CMS user ID USER1 and 

charges the CMS user ID PAYROLL for use of the account.  A local IUCV user 
named USER1 or a remote user can specify USER1 as the accounting ID without 
account authorization.

ACCOUNT USER1 <NOAUTH> PAYROLL

2. The following example creates an account ID of USER7 with a password of 
USERPW and charges the CMS user ID ORACLE for use of the account:

AC USER7 USERPW ORACLE

3. The following example disables resource billing.  Any specified account ID is 
ignored.

ACCOUNT SQLNET <NOAUTH>

vmcharge_id indicates which user ID is charged when the corresponding 
acct_id  is used.  If not specified, the acct_id  is the userid 
charged.  Use this feature when the user’s logon ID is used as the 
acct_id  and when you want the charges directed to a different 
account.  The value for vmcharge_id  must be a valid user ID on 
the VM system.
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ADD
ADD

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
ADD adds a dedicated server name to the Path Status Table.

Syntax:
ADD server  password  GROUP [ group_name ] [ command_string ] [NOCHECK]

or

AD server  password  G [ group_name ] [ command_string ] [NOCHECK]

where:

server is the virtual machine name of the dedicated server to be 
added to the Path Status Table.

password is the CP logon password that is associated with the dedicated 
server virtual machine.  If the password is specified as 
<NOPASS>, then no password is included in the AUTOLOG 
command that is created by the Network Master machine to 
start a dedicated server.

group_name indicates that the dedicated server belongs to the named 
server group.  If it is not used, then the server is added to the 
GENERIC group.  If the named group does not exist, then it is 
created.

command_string causes the string to be included in the AUTOLOG command 
when the server is logged on.  The string is added to the 
AUTOLOG command after the user ID and password.  If not 
used, the value EXEC ORAINS is added to the AUTOLOG 
command.  If the COMMAND keyword is used, then it must 
be the last keyword.  The remainder of the line, including all 
imbedded and trailing blanks, is assumed to be the command 
string.

NOCHECK turns off the check for a valid user ID in the CP directory.
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ADD
Examples:
1. The following example adds the dedicated server SERV21 to the Path Status 

Table:

ADD SERV21 SECRET GROUP LOWPRI

When SERV21 is auto logged by the Network Master machine, the following CP 
command is used, which by default runs the EXEC ORAINS to set up the links 
for the dedicated server machine:

CP AUTOLOG SERV21 SECRET EXEC ORAINS

2. The following example adds the server SERV23 to the Path Status Table:

AD SERV23 <NOPASS> G LOWPRI COMMAND EXEC SERVPROF

When SERV23 is autologged by the Network Master machine, the following CP 
command is used to run an alternate EXEC SERVPROF to set up customized 
links for the server machine:

CP AUTOLOG SERV23 EXEC SERVPROF

Because a password was not used in the ADD command, CP prompts for one.
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AUTHORIZE

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.  If any 
commands are issued by the SMSG command, at least one AUTHORIZE command 
must appear in the PROFILE ORAMAST file.

Description:
AUTHORIZE adds a name to the list of authorized users.  AUTHORIZE is rejected 
if the user is already authorized or if the authorized name list is full.  A name can be 
removed from the authorized name list by the DENY command.  All authorizations 
are cancelled when the ORAMAST program is restarted.

Syntax:
AUTHORIZE cms_userid

or

AU cms_userid

where cms_userid  is the virtual machine name of the CMS user to be authorized.

Example:
The following example authorizes the CMS user ID USER1 to execute protected 
ORAMAST commands:

AUTHORIZE USER1
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BROADCAST

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
BROADCAST sends a message to all active Oracle users.  The message is sent using 
the CP MSG command.  If a single user has multiple logons active in Oracle, only 
one copy of the message is sent.  The message is translated to uppercase before it is 
sent.

Syntax:
BROADCAST message

or

B message

where message  is a message for all active Oracle users.  It can be any text, 
including embedded blanks.

Example:
The following example sends the message "DATABASE COMING DOWN, PLEASE 
LOG OFF" to all active Oracle users:

B Database coming down, please log off
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COMMAND
COMMAND

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
COMMAND allows a string to be issued as a CMS SUBSET command.  Extreme 
caution must be used with this command to avoid destroying the environment in 
which the Master control program is running.  The LOGOFF command can be used 
to log off the program.

Syntax:
COMMAND command_string

or

C command_string

where command_string  is a string issued as a CMS SUBSET command.  It can be 
any CP, CMS, or EXEC command that is valid in subset mode.

Example:
The following example executes the CP command QUERY TIME, which returns the 
current time:

COMMAND QUERY TIME
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DELETE

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
DELETE removes a server name from the Path Status Table.  The command is 
rejected if the named dedicated server is not in the Path Status Table, or if the name 
is in the Path Status Table but not listed as a dedicated server.

A dedicated server is deleted immediately only if the dedicated server is logged off.  
If the dedicated server is logged on when DELETE is issued, then the Path Status 
Table entry is marked for deletion.  The entry is deleted when logoff is next detected 
by the Network Master.  If a Path Status Table entry is marked for deletion, the 
THAW command can be used to suppress deletion any time before logoff.

Syntax:
DELETE server

or

DEL server

where server  is the virtual machine name of the dedicated server to be removed 
from the Path Status Table.

Example:
The following example removes the dedicated server named SERV21 from the Path 
Status Table if the server is logged off.  If the dedicated server is logged on, the Path 
Status Table entry is marked for deletion and deleted when the Network Master 
detects that it is logged off.

DELETE SERV21
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DENY
DENY

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
DENY removes a name from the list of authorized users.  DENY is rejected if the 
user is not authorized or if a user ID attempts to deny its own authority.

Syntax:
DENY cms_userid

or

DEN cms_userid

where cms_userid  is the virtual machine name of the user to be denied authority.

Example:
The following example removes authorization for using protected ORAMAST 
commands from CMS user ID USER2 by deleting it from the list of authorized users:

DENY USER2
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FORCE
FORCE

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
FORCE causes a dedicated server to log off immediately.  The CP FORCE command 
is issued for the dedicated server.  FORCE is rejected if the named dedicated server 
is not in the Path Status Table or if the server is in the Path Status Table but not 
listed as a server.

FORCE is issued no matter what the server state.  It need not be logged on.

Syntax:
FORCE server

where server  is the virtual machine name of the dedicated server to log off.

Example:
The following example logs off server SERV23 immediately with the CP FORCE 
command:

FORCE SERV23
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FREEZE
FREEZE

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
FREEZE makes a dedicated server unavailable for logon by marking its entry in the 
Path Status Table.  FREEZE is rejected if the named dedicated server is not in the 
Path Status Table, or if the server is in the Path Status Table but not listed as a 
server.

A dedicated server is frozen immediately only if it is logged off.  If the dedicated 
server is logged on when FREEZE is issued, then the Path Status Table entry is 
marked, but no action taken.  The dedicated server enters the frozen state when 
logoff is next detected.  If a Path Status Table entry is frozen, the THAW command 
returns the server to use.

FREEZE can suppress use of a dedicated server without having to delete its Path 
Status Table entry.  FREEZE and THAW differ from ADD and DELETE commands 
in two ways:

■ because frozen servers remain in the Path Status Table, it is easy to notice when 
they are unavailable

■ when a server is thawed, it is not necessary to know its password, as is 
necessary when using ADD

Syntax:
FREEZE server

or

FR server

where server  is the virtual machine name of the dedicated server to be made 
unavailable.
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FREEZE
Example:
The following example makes the dedicated server SERV21 unavailable for logon 
by marking its entry in the Path Status Table:

FR SERV21
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GROUP
GROUP

Authority Required:
None.

Description:
GROUP creates and deletes server groups.  It also adds and deletes entries from the 
lists of users authorized to connect to a server group.

There can be up to 1000 user and/or group assignments.  Each user ID in a GROUP 
command user ID list counts as a user and/or group assignment.  Within this 
restriction, as many GROUP statements as necessary can be coded for a 
single-server group.

A single user must not be authorized for exclusive and preferred assignment.  
However, a server group can be authorized as exclusive, preferred, or specific 
assignments by different users.  Some users can have exclusive assignment to a 
server group, while other users are assigned to the same server group through 
specific or preferred assignment only.

Syntax:
GROUP [EXCLUSIVE|PREFER|SPECIFIC|DELETE|DROP] group_name  userid
   [CMS userid  ...]

or

G [E|P|S|DE|DR] group_name  userid  [CMS userid  ...]

where:

EXCLUSIVE indicates that the listed user IDs (userid ) must be assigned a 
dedicated server from the named group if a server choice was 
not made at Oracle login time.  The named group must be 
created if it does not exist.
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PREFER indicates that the listed user IDs (userid ) must be assigned a 
server from the named group if a preferred server is available 
and a server choice was not made at Oracle login time.  The 
named group must be created if it does not exist.  If a 
dedicated server from the preferred group is not available, 
then a generic server is assigned.

SPECIFIC indicates that the listed user IDs (userid ) can request a 
dedicated server from the named group at Oracle login time.  
The named group must be created if it does not exist.  If a 
server group is requested, and if a dedicated server is not 
available, then the logon is rejected.  A specific server group 
assignment is never made by default.

DELETE indicates that the named server group must be deleted from 
the list of server groups.  A group can be deleted only if no 
dedicated servers for that group exist in the Path Status Table, 
indicating that no users are assigned to that group.

DROP indicates that the listed user IDs (userid ) must be deleted 
from the list of users to be assigned a server from the named 
group.

group_name is the name of the server group to be changed.

userid is a CMS user ID which must be authorized for, or denied 
access to, the server group.

Multiple CMS user IDs can be specified.  They must be 
separated by one or more blanks.  As many CMS user IDs as 
fit in a single command line or file record can be specified.

A single user can be authorized for assignment to any number 
of server groups, but can have only one exclusive or preferred 
assignment, not both. 
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GROUP
Examples:
1. The following example creates a server group named HIGHPRI if it does not 

already exist.  If a server choice was not made at Oracle login time, then a 
dedicated server from that group is assigned to the CMS user IDs USER1, 
USER2, and USER3.

GROUP EXCLUSIVE HIGHPRI USER1 USER2 USER3

2. The following example creates a server group named MEDPRI if it does not 
already exist.  If a server choice was not made at Oracle login time, then a 
dedicated server from that group is assigned to the CMS user IDs USER7, 
USER8, and USER9.  If a dedicated server from the preferred group is not 
available, then a generic server can be assigned.

GROUP P MEDPRI USER7 USER8 USER9

3. The following example deletes the CMS user IDs USER4 and USER5 from the 
HIGHPRI server group:

G DROP HIGHPRI USER4 USER5
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HELP
HELP

Authority Required:
None.

Description:
HELP lists a summary of the ORAMAST commands.  Authorized commands are 
displayed only to authorized users.

Syntax:
HELP

or

H
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LOGOK
LOGOK

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
If the Network Master machine is in NOLOG or STOP state, or both, this command 
resets it to normal operation.  You cannot reset NOLOG state or STOP state without 
resetting both.

If the Network Master machine is not in NOLOG or STOP state, the command is 
ignored.  If necessary, dedicated servers are logged on automatically when this 
command is issued.

Syntax:
LOGOK

or

L
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NOLOG
NOLOG

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
NOLOG sets the Network Master machine to NOLOG state.  In this state, user 
logons are not allowed.  Users already connected to dedicated servers are not 
affected and dedicated servers already logged on are not affected.  A login is 
rejected if the user is waiting for a dedicated server,

If the Network Master machine is in NOLOG or STOP state, the command is 
ignored.  LOGOK can be used to reset the Network Master machine to normal state.

Syntax:
NOLOG
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QUERY
QUERY

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
QUERY returns information about the state of the Network Master machine.

Syntax:
QUERY {SUMMARY [USERS]|ALL|USER userid |AUTHORIZED|ACCOUNT|
   PORTS|SERVERS [IDLE|ACTIVE|GROUP [ name|ALL]}

or

Q {SU [U]|AL|U userid |AU|AC|P|SE [I|A|G [ name|ALL]}

SUMMARY displays a status summary line which shows the logon and 
server stop states of the Network Master machine.  A 
summary created by SUMMARY USERS follows a summary 
created by GROUP name or GROUP ALL.

SUMMARY 
USERS

specifies the information displayed by QUERY GROUP.

When the SUMMARY keyword is used, a single summary line 
is displayed with the following information for each group:

■ the server target value

■ the number of servers that are currently logged on and 
unassigned

■ the number of users waiting for a server from that group

When QUERY SUMMARY USERS is used, a list of all users 
that can be assigned to a group, except for the generic server 
group, is displayed in addition to the summary information.

When the SUMMARY and USERS keywords are not used, the 
summary display appears.  When no keyword is specified, the 
command defaults to QUERY ALL.
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ALL performs a QUERY SUMMARY command, followed by a 
display of each entry in the Path Status Table.

USER userid displays a Path Status Table entry.  The userid  is an Oracle 
server or user.  If more than one Path Status Table entry exists 
for userid , then only the first entry is displayed.  Use 
QUERY ALL to see all entries.

A message is displayed if the requested userid  is not in the 
Path Status Table (for example, if userid  is an inactive Oracle 
user).

If userid  is associated with any server group other than the 
generic server group, then a list of associated group names is 
displayed.

AUTHORIZED displays a list of authorized users.  This subcommand requires 
authorization.

ACCOUNT lists all active ACCOUNT commands.  The format of the 
output is the same as the format of the ACCOUNT command.  
This subcommand requires authorization.

PORTS displays the current number of existing ports.  This 
subcommand requires authorization.

SERVERS IDLE lists the servers in the Path Status Table that are in "not logged 
on", "logon in progress", or "pending connect" states.

SERVERS ACTIVE lists the active servers.

GROUP name; 
GROUP ALL

displays the status of one or more server groups.  If ALL 
immediately follows the GROUP keyword, then the status of 
all server groups is displayed.  Otherwise, the word following 
the keyword GROUP names the single server group whose 
status is displayed.
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QUERY
Examples:
1. The following example displays information for each server: server name, 

connection status, assigned CMS user ID (if any), and server group.  The listing 
is by server and user ID.

QUERY ALL

Logon allowed
Server timeout value is 1
Wakeup timeout value is 1
Dial timeout value is 1
*MSG   Smsg    Connected
V7S6S001  IUCV  Server Assigned to    USER1 group GENERIC
V7S6S002  IUCV  Server Assigned to    USER2 group MEDPRI
V7S6S003  IUCV  Server Assigned to    USER3 group MEDPRI
V7S6S004        Server Not logged on  group HIGHPRI
V7S6S005        Server Not logged on  group HIGHPRI
USER9  IUCV  User Assigned to RV7S001
USER2  IUCV  User Assigned to RV7S002
USER3  IUCV  User Assigned to RV7S003

2. 2. The following example lists all users authorized to use ORAMAST 
commands:

QUERY AUTHORIZE

Authorized user: USER1
Authorized user: USER4
Authorized user: USER9

3. 3. The following example lists all user IDs grouped under MEDPRI:

QUERY GROUP MEDPRI USERS

GROUP=MEDPRI Target=0, Current=0, Waiting=0
These users are authorized for the group
USER1
USER4
End of user list
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SET
SET

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
SET controls how command replies are sent and defines the server logon target 
value.

Syntax:
SET {TARGET target_num  [GROUP group_name ]|MSG|MSGNOH|
   TIMER [SERVER|WAKEUP|DIAL] time| MAXCONN nnnn}

or

SE {TA target_num  [G group_name ]|MSG|MSGN|T [S|W|D] time}

where:

target_num defines a server logon target.  The value of target_num  is the 
number of servers that can be logged on and waiting for 
users, in addition to the number of servers that are assigned to 
users.  It represents a decimal number in the range of 0 
to 1000.  If the GROUP keyword is not specified, the target for 
the generic group is set.

group_name indicates the name of the server group for which the target 
value is set.  If group_name  does not exist, it is created.

MSG specifies that all subsequent command replies be sent by the 
CP MSG command, regardless of the virtual machine to 
which the reply is sent.

MSGNOH specifies that all subsequent command replies be sent by the 
CP MSGNOH command, regardless of the virtual machine to 
which the reply is sent.

TIMER SERVER 
time

specifies the time in minutes that the Network Master 
machine waits for a response from the server during logon 
before terminating the connection.  The default value is 1.
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SET
Examples:
1. The following example sets a value of 20 for the number of servers from the 

generic group that can be logged on and waiting for users.  If 20 servers are not 
available, then as many servers as are available from the generic group can be 
logged on and waiting for users.

SET TARGET 20

2. The following example sets a value of 10 for the number of servers that can be 
logged on waiting for the server group MIDPRI .  MIDPRI  is created if it does 
not exist.

SET TARGET 10 GROUP MIDPRI

3. The following example specifies that all command replies be sent by the CP 
MSG command:

SET MSG

4. The following example specifies that the Network Master machine wait three 
minutes for a response from the server during logon connection:

SET TIMER SERVER 3

TIMER WAKEUP 
time

specifies the longest time in minutes that the Network Master 
machine remains idle.  The default value is 1.

TIMER DIAL  
time

specifies the time in minutes that the Network Master 
machine waits for a response from a 3270 client during logon 
before terminating the connection.  The default value is 1.

MAXCONN nnnn where nnnn  is a number between 0 and 32767.  This is the 
maximum number of client connections that is allowed by the 
MST machine.  The default is 500, which is slightly more than 
were supported previously with the old 1000 entry fixed table.  
SET MAXCONN can be issued at any time to alter the 
number of connections allowed.  Resources, such as storage, 
are obtained at the time the SET MAXCONN command is 
processed.  Insufficient storage is the major reason that the 
command can fail.  The new value can be lower than the 
current maximum value.  If the new value is lower than the 
current number of active client connections, then no more 
users can LOGON to the database until enough users 
disconnect.
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START
START

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
START signals the Network Master machine to prepare to accept connection 
requests for dedicated servers using the TCP/IP protocols.

When using the IBM TCP/IP protocol, START TCPIBM must be issued after the 
IBM TCP/IP machine is started.  The command is rejected if it is issued before the 
machine is started.  If the IBM TCP/IP machine fails or is stopped after START 
TCPIBM is issued, then the Network Master machine is no longer able to serve 
TCP/IP requests, even if the IBM TCP/IP machine is subsequently restarted.  If the 
IBM TCP/IP machine is restarted after the START TCPIBM command is issued, 
then STOP TCPIBM must be issued and START TCPIBM reissued.

The MST machine supports up to 8 TCP/IP listener ports.  The ports can be on the 
same or different (up to 8) routers (virtual machines running the IBM TCP/IP 
5735-FAL software).  Ports can be started and/or stopped in any order.  Stopping a 
listener port does not affect active client connections that were started using that 
listener port.

START TCPIBM TCPIP 1525
START TCPIBM TCPIP 1526
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Syntax:
START {TCPIBM [ router |TCPIP] [ port |1525]|

where:

Example:
The following example signals the Network Master machine to prepare to accept 
connection requests for servers using the TCP/IP protocol and to listen for SQL*Net 
requests on port 1525.  The IBM TCP/IP machine must be started before the 
command is issued.

START TCPIBM TCPIP 1525

TCPIBM router tells the Network Master machine to prepare to accept 
connection requests for servers using the IBM TCP/IP 
protocol and specifies the name of the IBM TCP/IP 
communications virtual machine.

The default router for the IBM TCP/IP communications 
virtual machine is TCPIP.

port specifies the port number on which the Network Master 
machine listens for SQL*Net requests.  The default value 
is 1525.  This keyword can be specified only if router is also 
explicitly specified.
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STOP

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
STOP signals all server virtual machines to log off as soon as possible and, 
optionally, to terminate the ORAMAST program.

Syntax:
STOP {ALL|SHUTDOWN|TCPIBM [ router ] [ port ]|

where:

ALL stops all servers.

SHUTDOWN stops all servers and terminates the ORAMAST program.

TCPIBM specifies that the Network Master machine is to stop listening 
for SQL*Net requests from IBM TCP/IP, terminate all servers 
currently handling IBM TCP/IP operations, and disconnect 
from the IBM TCP/IP virtual machine.

router specifies that the Network Master machine is to stop listening 
for SQL*Net requests from this TCP/IP.

port specifies that the Network Master machine is to stop listening 
for SQL*Net requests from this TCP/IP port number on a 
specific router.
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STOP
Examples:
1. The following example signals all servers to shut down:

STOP ALL

2. The following example signals the Network Master machine to stop listening 
for SQL*Net requests from TCP/IP, terminate all servers currently handling 
TCP/IP operations, and disconnect from the IBM TCP/IP virtual machine:

STOP TCPIBM

3. The following example signals the Network Master machine to stop listening 
for requests from IBM TCP/IP router TCPIP.  Other IBM TCP/IP routers 
continue to listen.

STOP TCPIBM TCPIP

4. The following example signals the Network Master machine to stop listening 
for requests from IBM TCP/IP router TCPIP22 on port 1234 .  The IBM TCP/IP 
router TCPIP22 continues to listen on other ports.

STOP TCPIBM TCPIP22 1234
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THAW

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
THAW reverses the effect of a FREEZE command and cancels a DELETE command 
for a dedicated server that has not yet logged off.  THAW has no effect if FREEZE or 
DELETE was not issued for the dedicated server.

Syntax:
THAW server

or

TH server

where server  is the virtual machine name of the dedicated server to be thawed.  
The command is rejected if the named dedicated server is not in the Path Status 
Table or if the server is in the Path Status Table but not listed as a server.

Example:
The following example makes the dedicated server SERV21 available for logon 
again by resetting a freeze or delete flag that was set in the Path Status Table:

THAW SERV21
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V2ACCT

Authority Required:
User IDs authorized with the ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command.

Description:
V2ACCT indicates that the Version 2 Accounting Support for TCP/IP is required.

Syntax
V2ACCT

When V2ACCT is used, the account ID and account password are required in the 
connect descriptor of your alias.  For example, assume that you have the following 
commands in your ORAMAST file:

V2ACCT
ACCOUNT SWHITE PRINCE
ACCOUNT SQLNET <NOAUTH>

For the following SQLPLUS command to work:

SQLPLUS scott/tiger@ myalias

you need myalias  defined in the TSNAMES.ORA file.  For example:

myalias     =   (DESCRIPTION=
                (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)
                        (PORT= 1234)
                        (HOST=PRODCMS)
               )
               (CONNECT_DATA=(SID=ORADB1)
                         (ACCOUNTID= SWHITE)
                         (ACCOUNTPW= PRINCE)
               )
              )

or
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V2ACCT
myalias     =   (DESCRIPTION=
                (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)
                        (PORT= 1234)
                        (HOST=PRODCMS)
               )
               (CONNECT_DATA=(SID=ORADB1)
                         (ACCOUNTID=SQLNET)
                         (ACCOUNTPW= ANYPWD)
               )
              )

or

myalias     =   (DESCRIPTION=
                (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)
                        (PORT= 1234)
                        (HOST=PRODCMS)
               )
               (CONNECT_DATA=(SID=ORADB1)
                         (ACCOUNTID=SQLNET)
                         (ACCOUNTPW= )
               )
              )
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VM Parameters

This appendix provides information about VM-specific parameter values for the 
ORAINIT file.  If you need information about operating-system-specific parameter 
values, refer instead to the product-specific documentation.

The listed parameters are:

Initialization Parameters on page B-2

Database Limits on page B-4

O/S Dependent Parameters for the SQL Language on page B-2
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Initialization Parameters
Initialization Parameters
The Oracle8 Administrator's Guide refers you to operating system-specific 
documentation for defaults and valid values of parameters for initializing and 
running an Oracle server.  For VM, this information is specified in the file named 
instance_name.ORAINIT.  For most parameters, the maximum value is limited by 
runtime resources such as memory available or SGA size.  The maximums in this 
list apply only when Oracle8 for VM imposes a non-runtime restriction:

Table B–1 VM Initialization Parameters

Initialization Parameters Defaults and Valid Values

BACKGROUND_DUMP_DEST The default is the dba_id  from the ORADBA file.

BG_PRIORITY Dynamic priorities are not supported.  The process priority 
is defined in the machine’s VM directory entry.

COMMIT_POINT_STRENGTH The default is 0.

CONTROL_FILES The default is 2 with filenames of 
ORACLE.240.240.R240.M240 and 
ORACLE.241.241.R241.M241.

DB_BLOCK_SIZE The default and only valid value is 4096.

DB_FILE_MULTIBLOCK_READ_COUNT The default is 4, and the maximum is dependent on SGA 
memory available for buffers.  DMSDIO, practically, limits 
this to 15.  Oracle Corporation recommends this be set to 
the number-of-blocks/track (12 for 3390 DASD).

DB_FILE_SIMULTANEOUS_WRITES The default is 4.  This parameter has no effect because there 
is no support for asynchronous I/O.

DB_FILES The default is 32, and the maximum allowed is 4093.

DISTRIBUTED_TRANSACTIONS The default is 25%.

INSTANCE_NUMBER Parallel servers are not available.  This parameter is 
ignored.

GC_xx_xxx Parallel servers are not supported.  All GC parameters are 
ignored.

LOG_ARCHIVE_BUFFER_SIZE The default and only valid value is 4096.

LOG_ARCHIVE_BUFFERS The default is 4.

LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST There is no default.

LOG_ARCHIVE_FORMAT The default is L%s.ORA.

LOG_BUFFER The default is 16 384.
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Initialization Parameters
LOG_CHECKPOINT_INTERVAL The default is 500.

LOG_SMALL_ENTRY_MAX_SIZE The default is 800.

MTS_xxx_xxx Multithreaded server is not available.  All MTS parameters 
are ignored.

NLS_LANGUAGE The default is AMERICAN.

NLS_TERRITORY The default is AMERICA.

OPEN_CURSORS The default is 50 per process.  The maximum is determined 
by available memory in the runtime environment.

OS_AUTHENT_PREFIX The default is OPS$.

PROCESSES The default is 25.  The maximum is determined by available 
memory in the run time environment.

SINGLE_PROCESS Is not available.

SORT_AREA_SIZE The default is 65 536.

SORT_READ_FAC The default is 22.

SORT_SPACEMAP_SIZE The default is 512.

TEMPORARY_TABLE_LOCKS The maximum is 65 536.

TRANSACTIONS_PER_ROLLBACK_SEGMENT The maximum is 65 536.

USER_DUMP_DEST The default filename is $ORACLE$ $OSDPRT$.

Table B–1 VM Initialization Parameters

Initialization Parameters Defaults and Valid Values
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Database Limits
Database Limits
The following list pertains to database limits.  The Oracle8 Administrator's Guide 
refers you to operating system-specific documentation for these values.

Table B–2 Database Limits

Database Function Limits

database file size The maximum allowed is 1 048 576 blocks.  The actual maximum is determined by 
the size of the minidisk.

database files 
(MAXDATAFILES in 
CREATE DATABASE)

The maximum is 4093.

instances Parallel server parameters are not available.

locks The maximum transaction distributed is 60.

MAXEXTENTS The maximum is 249.

redo log files 
MAXLOGFILES

The maximum is 255.

trigger cascade limit The maximum is 32 (product-specific).
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O/S Dependent Parameters for the SQL Language
O/S Dependent Parameters for the SQL Language
The following list pertains to database file restrictions.  The Oracle8 Server SQL 
Reference refers you to operating system-specific documentation for these values.

CREATE CONTROLFILE:

MAXDATAFILES The default is 2, and the maximum is 4093.

MAXINSTANCES Parallel servers are not supported.  The only value 
that is allowed is 0.

MAXLOGFILES The default is 2, and the maximum is 255.

MAXLOGMEMBERS The default is 5, and the maximum is 255.

MAXLOGHISTORY Parallel server parameter that is not supported.  The 
only value that is allowed is 0.

CREATE DATABASE:

DATAFILE The default is ORACLE.220.220.R220.M220 and 
ORACLE.221.221.R221.M221.

LOGFILE The default is ORACLE.230.230.R230.M230 and 
ORACLE.231.231.R231.M231.

MAXDATAFILES The default is 2, and the maximum is 255.

MAXINSTANCES The default is 2, and the maximum is 255.

MAXLOGFILES The default is 2, and the maximum is 255.

MAXLOGMEMBERS The default is 2, and the maximum is 5.

MAXLOGHISTORY Parallel server parameter that is not available.

CHARACTER SET The default is AMERICAN_AMERICA.  
WE8EBCDIC1047.
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O/S Dependent Parameters for the SQL Language
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Security Exits

This appendix describes how to invoke a security exit defined by your installation.

The following topics are included:

Invoking the Security Exit on page C-2

GOLDSECU EXEC - Sample Security Exit: on page C-3
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Invoking the Security Exit
Invoking the Security Exit
To invoke the security exit facility, edit the instance ORADBA file.  Insert the 
parameter SECURITYEXIT exec_name  where exec_name  is the name that you 
have chosen for your security REXX EXEC.

If your DBA disk is a real minidisk rather than an SFS directory, then after any 
change to the value of the SECURITYEXIT parameter, or after any change to the 
security EXEC contents, Oracle Corporation recommends that you shutdown and 
restart the instance.  At the very least, you should shutdown any pending servers 
by using the ORAMAST FORCE command.  Server machines check the value of the 
SECURITYEXIT parameter every time they receive a client logon request, but the 
server machines use only the copy of the EXEC that was current when they started 
and accessed the DBA minidisk.

The next section displays a sample security exit EXEC (provided on the installation 
tape) that you can  modify as appropriate for your installation.  The sample EXEC 
specifies the following security regime:

■ normal database authentication for all local IUCV connections.

■ OS authentication for OPS$ logins from a selected host  (All other OPS$ logins 
are rejected.)
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GOLDSECU EXEC - Sample Security Exit:
/* ====================================================================*/
/* Copyright (c) ORACLE Corporation  1979, 2001                        */
/* ====================================================================*/
/* Name     : GOLDSECU (ORA8SECU) - Sample Security Exit Handler       */
/* Function : Interface to user's security exit                        */
/* Arguments: oracle_user      - userid                                */
/*          : oracle_pwd       - userid's password                     */
/*          : client_terminal  - client terminal id                    */
/*          : client_node      - client node id                        */
/*          : client_os_userid - client os userid                      */
/*          : client_os_id     - client os id                          */
/*          : allow_login      - value of REMOTE_OS_AUTHENT            */
/* Returns  :   0   -- Inform Oracle server NOT to verify the          */
/*          :          userid's password. In additional, concatenate   */
/*          :          OS_AUTHENT_PREFIX at the beginning of the       */
/*          :          userid as the final Oracle userid.              */
/*          :   1   -- Inform Oracle server to verify BOTH userid      */
/*          :          and password. OS_AUTHENT_PREFIX won't be        */
/*          :          concatenated at the beginning of the userid.    */
/*          :          Existing userid is the final Oracle userid.     */
/*          :   2   -- Inform Oracle server NOT to verify the          */
/*          :          userid's password. OS_AUTHENT_PREFIX WON'T be   */
/*          :          concatenated at the beginning of the userid.    */
/*          :          Exisiting userid is the final Oracle userid.    */
/*          :   8   -- Inform Oracle server to deny logon.             */
/*          :   9   -- Inform Oracle server to deny logon.             */
/*          :                                                          */
/* Notes    : (1) Name of the security exit handler must be defined    */
/*          :     in the ORADBA file.                                  */
/*          : (2) Security exit handler must be written in REXX.       */
/*          : (3) Argument oracle_pwd can have NULL value. An example  */
/*          :     will be the case when user is attempting OPS$ logon. */
/*          : (4) Arguments client_terminal, client_node,              */
/*          :     cleint_os_userid and client_os_id can have NULL      */
/*          :     value. This will be the case when remote client      */
/*          :     doesn't supply its OS related information to Oracle  */
/*          :     server during the logon process.                     */
/*          : (5) Final Oracle userid is always verified by Oracle     */
/*          :     server in the logon process. If the userid doesn't   */
/*          :     exist in the database, logon request will be denied. */
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/*          : (6) User's security exit must be                         */
/*          :       -- written so that it is relocatable               */
/*          :       -- invoked from the security exit handler          */
/*          :                                                          */
/* ====================================================================*/
oracle_user      = strip(arg(1));
oracle_pwd       = strip(arg(2));
client_terminal  = strip(arg(3));
client_node      = strip(arg(4));
client_os_userid = strip(arg(5));
client_os_id     = strip(arg(6));
allow_login      = strip(arg(7));
 
exit_rc = 1                   /* assume normal database authentication */
 
if oracle_pwd = "" & allow_login then do
/* someone wants remote_os_authent */
   if client_node = "HQCMS" then exit_rc = 0        /* ok from here    */
   else exit_rc = 8                                 /* reject others   */
end
 
exit exit_rc;                            /* exit to ORACLE server      */
                                         /* with return code           */
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Archive-to-Disk

This appendix explains how to create and maintain the archive-to-disk feature.

Topics include:

AVE - Archive Via EXEC on page D-2
-to-Disk D-1



AVE - Archive Via EXEC
AVE - Archive Via EXEC
Archive Via EXEC (AVE) is the Oracle8 for VM facility for reading and writing 
archived log files.  In general, when the Oracle8 server must read, write, or manage 
archived log files, it will perform the processing with a REXX EXEC named 
ORA8AVE.  Users can modify this REXX EXEC as necessary.

For archive log files, the Oracle8 for VM server requires (or by default uses) units of 
4k blocks (4096 bytes) to perform I/O .  To read or write a file, the ORA8AVE EXEC 
is called for each block.  In addition, a call is performed to open the file and to close 
it.  Also, a preliminary call named IDENTIFY may be used to supply the actual 
name of a file (if different from the name specified) and to indicate whether the file 
exists.

The Oracle8 distribution tape includes a fully-functional example ORA8AVE EXEC.  
The EXEC performs all of the required functions and can be used to read and write 
archived log files to a single CMS mini-disk.   The Oracle8 server always invokes 
the ORA8AVE EXEC using the REXX function call interface.  The sample EXEC 
detects this type of call and rejects other types terminating with an error message.  
This prevents the ORA8AVE EXEC from being used as a CMS command.  The 
EXEC is written to process an archive log file with a destination of 'D:', but can be 
altered to process E: and T: files as well.   The EXEC, as written, requires the CMS 
mini-disk to be owned by the DBA user and to be defined as virtual device 29A.

Each time the EXEC is called, the function to be performed on this call and any 
information needed to perform the function are passed as arguments.  The first 
argument has a standard format.  The first word is the name of the function:  READ, 
WRITE, OPEN, and so forth.  The second argument is a seven-character tag that will 
be the same for each processing thread, but different from other threads.  A second, 
third, or fourth argument might be supplied to communicate other information 
needed to perform the function.

On each call, the EXEC must return a string.  To indicate success, the string should 
be the single character 0 (zero).  To indicate an error, the string should be a number 
followed by a blank followed by an error message.  On some calls, information can 
be returned by appending the information after the 0.  Example: 0 newname
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"Login in Progress", 4-5

A
abend, 7-6
ACCESS command, 2-4
Accounting Exit

Facility, 6-1
sample assembler program, 6-5
sample EXEC, 6-3

ADD command, 4-5
ADD LOGFILE command, 3-8
ADT (Active Disk Table), 2-4
ALTER DATABASE command, 3-21
ALTER DATABASE NOARCHIVELOG 

command, 3-16
ARCHIVE LOG LIST command, 3-10
ARCHIVELOG mode, 3-6, 3-14
audit trails, 1-15
AUTOLOG1, userid to start disconnected 

processes, 1-7

B
BEGIN BACKUP command, 3-20

C
CMS command

FORMAT, 2-2
RESERVE, 2-2

CMS utilities warning, 2-2

COLDSTART Server Manager command, 1-3
command

ACCESS, 2-4
ADD, 4-5
ADD LOGFILE, 3-8
ALTER DATABASE, 3-21
ALTER DATABASE NOARCHIVELOG, 3-16
ARCHIVE LOG LIST command, 3-10
BEGIN BACKUP, 3-20
CP MSGNOH, 1-14
CP SET ACCOUNT, 4-6
CP SMSG, 1-14
CREATE DATABASE, 2-3
DEFSEG, 4-3
END BACKUP, 3-20
MDFORMAT

explained, 1-2
NOLOG

explained, 1-6
ORA8IWT, 1-10
ORAMAST

MAXCONN for NMST, 1-13
ORAMAST AUTHORIZE, 1-14
ORAMAST DENY, 1-14
ORAMAST QUERY, 4-5
ORAMAST SET, 1-14
RECOVER, 3-19, 3-24
RECOVER DATABASE MANUAL, 3-22
RUNDBA, 3-8

explained, 1-2
RUNDBA SHUTDOWN, 1-6, 3-12
RUNDBA WARM, 4-4
RUNDBA WARMSTART, 3-4, 3-12

explained, 1-6
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Server Manager commands, automated by 

RUNDBA, 1-3
SET TARGET, 4-3
STARTUP MOUNT, 3-21, 3-23

Count Key Data (CKD), minidisk devices, 1-11
CP MSGNOH command, 1-14
CP SET ACCOUNT command, 4-6
CP SMSG command, 1-14
CP User Directory

AUTOLOG1, 1-7
MAXCONN value, 1-13

CREATE DATABASE command, 2-3

D
DDR utility

back up a closed database, 3-12
backup, 3-11

DEFSEG command, 4-3
DIAGNOSE 4C, 6-2
DMSDIO routine, 2-4

E
END BACKUP command, 3-20
error

"Login in Progress", 4-5
error message, "File locked by another user", 3-13
error ORA-12xxx

MAXCONN in NMST count has been 
reached, 1-13

error ORA-6xxx
MAXCONN in NMST count has been 

reached, 1-13
EXPORT utility, 3-2

F
failure, four types, 3-3
FORMAT CMS command, 2-2

I
idle virtual machines, 1-10

IMPORT utility, 3-2
initialization parameters, affecting 

performance, 1-9
instance minidisks, defined, 2-2

M
MAXCONN parameter, determining values, 1-13
MDFORMAT command

explained, 1-2
MDFORMAT option, 3-8
minidisk

protection, 2-4
minidisk file

adding, 1-10
mirrored logging, 3-7
multiple instances, caution, 1-7

N
named shared systems (NSS), 1-15
Network Master machine

starting and stopping with Server Manager, 1-6
Network Master machine (NMST), 4-4
NMST machine

needs a larger than default MAXCONN 
value, 1-13

NMST, see Network Master machine, 4-4
NOLOG command

explained, 1-6
NORESETLOGS option can result in a corrupted 

database, 3-24

O
ORA-12xxx error

MAXCONN in NMST count has been 
reached, 1-13

ORA-6xxx error
MAXCONN in NMST count has been 

reached, 1-13
ORA8IWT COMMAND, 1-10
ORA8SECU EXEC, sample, C-3
ORADBA file

Accounting Exit Facility, 6-2
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ORAINIT file, 1-9
editing directly, 1-9

ORAMAST AUTHORIZE command, 1-14
ORAMAST command

authorization, 1-14
MAXCONN for NMST, 1-13
syntax, 1-15

ORAMAST commands to control the NMST, 1-14
ORAMAST DENY command, 1-14
ORAMAST file

interpreted as ORAMAST commands, 1-14
ORAMAST QUERY command, 4-5
ORAMAST SET command, 1-14
other_keywords variable, of the RUNDBA 

command, 1-3

P
Path Status Table (PST), 4-4
performance, changes and improvements related to 

SGA, 1-9
PMON machine

needs a larger than default MAXCONN 
value, 1-13

preface
heading

PH PrefaceHead, ix
PT PrefaceTitle, ix

PT PrefaceTitle, ix

R
Real Time Monitor (RTM/ESA), 1-10
RECOVER command, 3-19, 3-24
RECOVER DATABASE MANUAL command, 3-22
RESERVE CMS command, 2-2
RUNDBA command, 3-8

explained, 1-2
RUNDBA SHUTDOWN command, 1-6, 3-12
RUNDBA WARM command, 4-4
RUNDBA WARMSTART command, 3-4, 3-12

explained, 1-6

S
sample security exit, C-3
security exit sample, C-3
Server Manager

starting an instance, 1-6
Server Manager commands, automated by 

RUNDBA, 1-3
SET TARGET command, 4-3
SHUTDOWN Server Manager command, 1-3
SIZE parameter not valid under VM, 1-11
STARTUP MOUNT command, 3-21, 3-23
storage measurements, xii
SYBACK utility

backup, 3-11
System Global Area (SGA), and ORAINIT file, 1-9
SYSTEM tablespace, file minidisks, 1-12

T
tablespace

dropping, 1-12
increasing size, 1-12

TAPE DUMP warning, 2-2

V
VMBACKUP utility

backup, 3-11

W
WARMSTART Server Manager command, 1-3
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